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QOLLECTlONS
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oo /. r•:RSONALS
S\ ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
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traception, sterili7.ation, abortion. Ri~ht to Choose,

oO 2'14-0171.
l:;> THE AMEIIICAN DOLLAR
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has

2115
depreciated

~
0
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E.xrcricnccd teacher. Prlvntc Jc~sons. Call Marc ut L

Optkal Company, 255-8736.

FIRST LESSON

FREE.

tfn

Flal-pickhlg or classlcul.

::;s

~

&MMush:Studio:247-8158.
2/10
KNOW SOMETHING THAT mlght make a good

z"

5656.
2/10
A\.JlUQUERQUE JOURNAL ONLY !Oc, American

new~ Slory? Citll the LOBO m:ws tip hotline, 277-

o

gf

dg:Hcltes 4Rc, every morning nt PiJlC & Tobacco
Roud. 11~ block from UNM. 107 Cornell SE. M-F 9-6
;mdSat, 10.5.
2117

0..

CARI'OOJ. AVAILABLE FROM Santa Fe 10 UNM

00

for 9;30 cla~s Tues., Thur.!i. 1.988-2642,
2114
COCKT'i\11. STYLE RAINBOW color cigareucs
available at Pipe & Tobacco Road, 107U Cornell SE.

2114
SC)AJ< UP SUDS at Ned's ton he. Every Wednesday is
special drink nhc.
218
NICK. SO NOW YOU want me to give you a call for
a ~[lie--don't -hold your breath. Mary.
219
FRESH CIGARS--AT' PRICES you can afford.
Avuilablc at Pipe& Tobacco Road, 107D Cornell SE.

2/8
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES FORMING: Shorl
intcn~ivc cmJrscs in shooting black-and-white, color,

Lenrn u permanent, valuable skill. Small groups
designed to suit your present knowledge: absolute
bcghmers or i!llermediates. Special sessions In out·
door porlrailure. nature & scenics, sports action.
Intensive darkroom instruction if requested.
Reasonable IUition. Groups fill up quickly so call
soon for infonmuion: A·Photographer, 1717 Girard

NE. 265-2444.

2110

PITCHERS FOR MEN 1S fast-pitch softball needed.
If Interested ca1129R~6476.
2/13

HAPPY BIRTHDAY WHEELS--Love Angel. 218
JOHN JOSEPH CALL LESLIE 299-4773.
2113
THE HOF'E OF GLORY! Free admission rock
conl.!ert. Saturday nite, February I hh, 1:00 at The
Chri~tian Center, 12121 Copper NE near Juan Tabo.
211 {}
ITS YOUR MAGAZINE! Contribute art,
phntt;lgraphy, prose. poetry, etc. to UNM's creative
work'\ rmtgu7im.·~Conccptions-Southwest, Room IDS
Marron Hnll or UNM Box 20. Deadline February 28,

1rn
PERRY'S PIZZA (ACROSS rronl the UNM). We
Deliver. Call843-97SO.

2.

2/10

LOST & FOUND-

I,OST CAT, LARGE grey-brown-black: long haired,
- nuffy tailctl, ~hort icllgcd male, no collar, named
Riley. Gone ,'iincc Jan. 25 from area Ash and Silver.
Plca~c caiiZ47-2697 if round.
2110
LOST: FEB. 4, WHITE male cat. Green eyes, blue
rhine~ tone collar. No tag.s. 255·7435.
2114

The Union
(sub)
Theo.tre
presents:

The Works
of
Kenneth
Anger

Ro.bblt's
moon
o.nd
Lucifer
Rising
o.lso

WHAT IS A COLLEGE. INN7 Good food, Carpctcd, ttir conditioning. Apartment ;;]ylc living. 303

Ash NE, 243-2881,
218
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE house
3 ,SERVICES
$110/monlh. CaJI Joc\277-)2)0 or255·3608. 2/14
ROOMMATE NEEDED. CALL 266-9222, $80.00
LSAT-MCAT RJ'VIEW COURSES, Prepare Now. momhly,
2/10
Call PENM 842-~200,
1rn ROOMMATE WANTED: BEAUTIFUL ho"" in

con:;;idcrably against the German Mark. This will
cause nlrl;cnstbcks 19 increase In pricc$3/pr, l:itar!ing
Feb. 13. Birkcnstocks now 20o/o off old price until
YOU'LL NEED INSURANCE! someday so start now
Feb. II at Wild Rose, 2916 Cclltrul SE, 266-9946.
when it tests lcs!i. Metropolirim Representative,
2110
DR. HARNICK IS INTERESTED in locating, · LeRoy Ortiz, 265-8463.
2/8
children from 9-36 months of age to participate in a
TYPING.I.IIQUALITY,883-77872124
study on play. If you arc interested, please cal) 277, 2/14
4209.
2110 FAST TYPING 266-3953.

CONTACTS'/? POLISHING&SOLUTIONS. Casey

Q)

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corp.~. Ortega 233.
,
. 1) ,
ss
277 5 07 ____________:::·
::..:_~::.:,:._

UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS POLICY; Last day

J'or full refund February II. t) Books must be in
oriU\!lQI con~itim1. 2) YC1U mu~l have ea!ih receipt! 3)
You must nrcscrll ~tudcnt !D.
2/10
YoU\) REPAIR, CALL Mike, 247-9083,
2110

INCOME TAX PREPARATION rorms 1040-A $5,
1040$7 ,;o . LoUie, 265-3149.
2110
EXPERIENCEOTYPIST. 821-7905.
2110

Corrales, non-smoker, prefer graduate ~tudent
working pcr!ion, $13!i, 898~7798.
218

5.

FOR SALE

DELUXE MICROWAVE LARGE oven touchmatic,
probe, memory. No down payment, assume small
monthly payments. 268~4393.
2113

SLWii'INU UAG. EDDIE BAUER Kuruknrum
mummy,-20.F. Right for campers, b_ackpackers. 2775039; 24)-1985.
. 219

FOR REPAIR BJLL, zig-zag sewing machine makes
huttollhole~. embroiders, darns. Ulind s(itches
without a\lachmc;nts, $27.50 and .take machine. :2.662113
INCOME! TAX PREPARATION, In house service, 5R71.
rca!'!unablc rates, Tom 243· 7387.
2/10 1977 GUILD D-25 ACOUSTIC w/.case cherrY finish
TYPING EXPERIENCED. ENGINEERING, in· $27.5.00 cost $375.00 new, 292-3087 after 5:30. 2/13
~~trance, legal, mcdit;nl, statisticnl. Call266-4770.
KOSS HEADPHONES, $15.255-6610.
218
2/10
UNDERDASH CASSI!TTE STEREO with fast
TYPING MA ENGLISH. Campus delivery .. 296- f(lrward and rcwi 11 d. $30, 255-MIO.
218
8564.
l
3/20 AM-FM CASSETTE S'I'EREO, mounts in car da~h
TYPING AND EDITING, SOc per page, 883- hnard, $75. 2S5-66JO:
218
3822.2/13
MEN'S FREE-S'l'YLE SKIS, ~i7.c 10 boot.~, with
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia me~ hod. ('Joles. 255-6610,
2/8
Ucginncrs welcome. 266-92.91.
2/28 MINUTEMAN MISSLE NOSECONES, only wd
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete ty(?blg .and once, good for planters or convcr;<;ation piece. $5,00
editorial wstcn\. Technical, general, legal, mcdtcal, each. 255-6610.
2/8
scl-iolastic. Charts& tnbles. 345-2125.
ol/29 FOR SALE: ,1976 Fiat 131, .5-.~pecd, c....:ccllcnl conREASONABI.E TYPING SERVICE. Call268.4917, dition, low ·mi.leage, Sony AM-FM stereo cassel\c.
Col\\ Barry, 877-78R 1,
2113
2/9
KINI\O'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and PEUGEOT 10-SPEED, STRAIGHT handle bars.
now 3-minutc Passport Photos, No appointment. down-tube frame, cxl.;'cllcnt condition, $60. Lariy,
268-B5i5.
1rn 883-7262 afler I:00.
2/13

PEDAL STEEL GUITAR: Cull John, 242·2171

HOUSING

4.

COMMUTING WOMAN: DO you want to share
furnished house during week? Excellent neighborhood. Walk to tJNM. 255·0233, evenings, $90.00.

2/8

CAMPUS SPECIAL. nicely furnished l~bdrm, $110,
utilities paid. Call262-1751, Valley Rcnlals, $30 fcc.

2/10

2/R

before 7 pm.

NO DOWN PAYMENT San.<;ui receiver. 100 walls,

cassette or 8 track player. Fronolic 6·way speaker,
magnetic turntable, assume small monthly payments.

266-5871

2/13

10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed layaway, color
television. Brand new guarantee, do down payment~
small monthly paymcnu until balance Is paid orr.

266-5872.

2/13

1978 KIRBY CLASSIC Ill, commerdnl model with
sh:1g rake and attachments, lifetime factory warranty,
take over small paymento;. 206-5871.
2/D

I11KE TO CLASS. Clean solid 1-bdrm, $145, bills
paid. C:al\262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
2/10
$100 CAMPUS I~BDRM. Large fenced yard, utilities ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good thru
Included. Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee. 2/10 February. Della Mark JOIJ $39.. 95: Megaspark 400
SE 1-BDRM HOME, fenced yards, kids, pets $42.95; Tiger SST $34.95. 261~·5490. Electronic
wcli:omc, $100. Call 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 Ignition Sales.
2/17
fcc.
2/10 DELUXE KINGSIZE WATERBED, exccllenl
GOOD NE 4-RM DUPLEX. Kid,, pets 0~, SilO. condition, $75.00 Best offcr,242-2003 nftcr five. 219
Ca\1262·1751, Valley Rentals, S30 fee..
2/10 ROCKING CHAIR, SOLID hardwood. $40 mu~t
NEEDED ROOMMATE TO share a rurni5hcd 3· '<II. 25s-6610.
218
bdrm hou~e. swimming pool. $100. After 6:00 call MINI-CASSETTE PLAYER RECORDER, only 6
299-1301\, Mike.
2/8 mn<i. old. 255-6610.
218

VERY HEAVY DUTY tripo(\, with head, made for
35mm movie work, $350, G\17.0 tripod, wilh ]load,
excellent for4 X 5 field ~sc, $69,95. Another, wooden
legs, with head, $69.95. Trades acccp(cdl and will buy
for cu~h. Wilson Camera, 3107 Ccntr~l NE.
2/8
SONY TRINITRON, AUTOMATIC one button fine
tuning, hig scr~cn, factory warranty. 268-4393. 2/14

PIONEEI\ COMPLETE

Worldwide travel. Summer job or career, Send $3.00
for infmrnalitut to SE.AFAX, Dept. G-10, Box 2049,
P11r1 Angelc~. Washington 9R362.
2110

8.

Big King Kong

STE~EO.
.~pcnkcrs. magnetic turntable & higlurudc cartridge
ctr.~selte

recorder, A~sumc small monthly payment!!,

26R-4J94.

2114

TAPPAN DELUXE MICROWAVE· touch"-matic
browning clement, large oven. adju~tablc !\helves,
autuntatic dcfnut, memory take up. Small monthly
payment~. 266-5871.
2/14
COMMERCIAL KIRBY CLASSIC. Must sel\ 1 big
motor a\lm.:hmcnts fi{lor waxer & polisher, take over
puymcrll~ till baiUil\!C pu!U oi'J', 268·4394.
2114
SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
tlnimc;d. Eq\lipped to buUonhole, zig zag. Pay $\6.00
und take machine. 266-5R72.
2/14
19()0 PONTIAC CATALINA. Body and engine
·good, $750,00, negotiable-, 243-73!i7leave message.
2/l)

v;;p;,

MOPEDS FROM $399, -Vespa Scoutc'rs;
Peugeot, Hcrculc.s, Batuvus Mopeds. Scr;,.j(;c & nc~cs~oric~. J .J, Moped. 3222 Central SE, 26tt-3949 2/9

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT for people who like
people, Work ns little as 3 ·Ius. per week, or more,
Ca11299-04(}1 for nwrc information.
212
PART-TIME JOH:SALES, flexible h.ours, good p;.~y.
Po~-.iblc full~l!me summer. Call Phil Franc1yk, CLU.

RRJ.jJ60.

.. ,,

•

MISCELLANEOUS

namantan
Attacks Treaties

CHEAP WATERllEDS! Water Trips $89.95 buys
you I) dur).; walnut stained frame, 2) safety Uner, 3)
f(mlll comfort pad, 4) any size mauress wlth 3-year
guarantee; $!l9.95. 3407 Central NE. 255-2289. 2/23
DANCE!! FEBRUARY 19,1978, _3pm-7pm
American tc~ion Hall, 1201 Mountain Rd. NE.
Mu!o!ic by Srinning Wheel, $6 u couple, $3 single
iickcts availahle at a !I Tickctrnll.'otcr locations. · 2/10

SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP, Friday Feb. II th
from 7:00-9:30 pm and Saturduy 10:00 am-5:00 pn1.
('ml $30.00, .~\lldent~ $20,00. Phone 262-0066 or 26ft·

I'IR9.

a·great
place
to eat!

2/17

MEN!-WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign. No expericrwe required. Excellent pny.

Free 35• drink
with this coupon
and purchase of
any sub

Expires
Sunday
Feb.l2 ,-._..,.

Ash Wednesday
Services

New Mexico

7:30a.m.
12:00
Organ Recital
12:30 p.m.
7:30p.m.

DAILY

Episcopal Church
Canterbury Chapel
425 University

ACROSS

KUNM-FM, in an effort to provide increased service
to the people of New Mexico, is attempting to affiliate
with National Public Radio (the radio eqivalent of C!tannel5's PBS affiliation). Programs from NPR cover a wide
range of information and music; these programs are
currently not being heard in Albuquerque and Northern
New Mexico. National Public Radio would be a valuable
addition to the New Mexico airwaves.
In order to bring National Public Radio to New
Mexico, KUNM must continue to receive our current
level of funding from ASUNM and GSA. If you support
KUNM and NPR please take a minute to fill in the
coupon below. Send it to either ASUNM or GSA or drop
it by the Information Desk in the SUB.

.

Dear ASUNM/GSA,
Please continue to support KUNM so
that they will be able to bring National
Public Radio to Albuquerque.

Name:-----------

Student ID No. _ _ _ _ __
I am a undergraduate/graduate (please circle one) student at UNM.

~·
'

'1,I
I

II

il
\I
J

il

,.

--

.

---~--- -~~- .~

•)

~

'

I OliO plmlu In \Vcmlcll r I lwu

.

.

.

I

PIRG's Board of Directors will
be interviewing any members
interested in filling a position
on the board left vacant by the
resignation of board member
over the semester break.
The board will meet at 4:30p.m.
today at the PIRG office, 139
HarvardSE.

related declines in college
enrollment.
"Today the cost of sending a son
or daughter to college is an increasingly serious burdent on
America's low and middle income
families," Carter ~aid.
"Increasingly,
middle-income
families, not just low-income
families •. are being st.retchecl to their
financial limits by th~se llCW a,Jd
growing costs." .
The average cost of sending a
student to a private college is about
$4800 a year and to a public school·
about $2500 - an increase of 77
per cent in the· past decade, the
President said.

The Program would:
-Expand the basic educational
opportunity grant program to
include 3.1 million additional
students. A total of 2.8 million
students, including at least two
million from families in the $16,000
to $25,000 income bracket not
presently eligible, would be
guaranteed $250 grants.
-Create additicmal jobs for
280,000 students by requesting an
extra $165 million from congress
for part-time student jobs with the
government paying 80 percent of
the salaries.
-Raise family income eligibility
fcont. on page 7 J

Nimoy Dubbed Success

--------------------------

_....__...

""tt

By Speaker's Committee

The Staff of KUNM

Thursdo.y:
Go.ry Dcbermo.n
·
on
The
Structuro.ilst
Film

~ '"~""' ~\:
~ ..._,. -.' '"'-

....

.

-LO .....

Vietnamese Group
Prorr1ote.s Exchange
Between Cultures.

Thanks,

Eo.ux
D' Artifice
Wed. o.t 8:00
students JI,OO
general S1.50

' -,
C.:.~~
~

Carter Spells Out College Aid Plan

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
44 Blood
UNITED Feature Syndicate
vessels
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:
1 Kind of tire 45 Where Warsaw Is
6 Form ol
preclp.
46 Trustful
10 Wander
49 Underground
1-*J--#-;.¥.*+-,
around
14 Anoint:
worker
50 Does
Archaic
household
15 ____ China
work
1 6 WW-11
resistance 51 Fruit skin
52 Current
group
55 Magical
17 Bicuspid's 58 Employment
neighbor
60 Anglo-Sax18 Gracious
on slave
loser: 2
61 Noun endwords
ing
20 Inspire
62 Quoted
reverence 63 Study
9 Head
35 Animal prod
21 First murprinted matgesture
37 Rotate
ter
derer 1.
1
0
Sleeper
rapidly
G
23 y~nas IC 64 G me
11 Scents
40 Displayed
deviCe
a_
1 2 Poet's outclearly
24 Nonirritating
animal
put
41
Make fun of
65
Paper
26 Producer of
13 Organic
42 Deportment
volume
sources
compound 43 Tijuana
sales
19Gieamed
cheer
DOWN
28 Man's name
22
Conjunction
45
Fastener
30 Mutiny
1 Thailand
25 Abraham's 46 Bed Ieaver
· vessel
king
nephew
47 Irregularly
31 From the
2
Sufficient:
26
Destructive
notched
same
Archaic
winds
48
----Doone
mother
3 Observe a 27 Trave Iover 49 Money
32 Electrical
holiday
a surface
hoarder
work
State:
Abbr.
28
Fells
51
Subterfuge
4
36 Moist
5 Fabric
29 Once more 53 Arch
37 Lively out6 Harsh
30 Gazelles
54 Joins in
ing
7
Author
32
Exhausted
matrimony
38 Recent
unknow11: 33 Embodied in 56 Man's
form: Prefix
Abbr.
flesh
nickname
39 Flowers: 2
a
Nuptial
34
Gaseous
57--·
and only
wo(ds
words
'
element
59 Title
42 Beverage

rcncgothtlc a just trcuty. To do that l'•'r.lonalities are for the treaties
By JOHN CHADWICI\
we need to have freedoms in our because they had put Torrijos in
LOBO Staff Writer
country.
W.e do not have the power,'' Bernal said.
President Carter's proposed
Bernal said tile trcatie> "are in
freedom
10
discuss this treaty. It
Panama Canal treaties "don!t
was imposed upon us, " Bernal complete contradiction with
defend the rights of the
Carter's stand on human rights.
Panamanian·. people," said Dr.
said..
"When The Torrijos government
He
wntinucd,
"l
n
1967,
the
Miguel Antonio Bernal, an exiled
goes
down, we are going to refuse
Panamanian,· at 'a press conference United Slates and Panama
negotiated a t·reaty which was this treaty immediately.
at the Albuquerque Press Club.
Bernal's speech tonight is being
refused by .t.he ·Panamanian peop11!
Bernal, who will be speaking
and
national
deputies.";
·He
~aid 'ponsored by the UNM Speakers
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB,
thh wa:; before the current Commillee and the Young Socialist
said "The Panamanian people
Alliance (YSA). Jim Miller of the
think
Panama is for the gov~rnment of General Omar
YSA said Bernal is touring 18 cities
Panamanans and not for the U.S. Torrijos.
in
the United States.
Ford and other
governn ent' s interest."
Bernal was a professor of law
and p•,litical science at the
University of Panama until his exile
in Febr11ary of 1976. He is now
living ir Mexico and is an editorial
columni·.t for "Uno Mas Uno," a
daily newspaper in Mexico.
Berm: ~aid, "We think that the
Amcricun people do not know the
Thursday, February 9, 1978
real situation in Panama and the
real h1~tory of the U.S. and
Panama relations about the
Panama canal."
Bernal commented on Carter's
fireside chat last week about the
treaties, saying, "He (Carter) said
he signed a treaty · with a conthan five million students, in·stitutional gov~rnmenL Our
WASHINGTON (UP!)
cluding
two million youngsters
govcmmcm is not a constitutional President Carter Wednesday
government.
proposed a federal college aid from moderate income families for
"We thmk it IS necessary to program that would cuver more the first time.
Carter and Secretary Joseph
Califano of Health, Education and
Welfare said the proposal was an
alternative to a $250 tuition tax
credit plan backed by some
Republican Congressmen. "1 will
1"' t.acccpt !.)ot:, "c~rt . . :· said.
The program. would increase aid
by $1.46 billion, or nearly 40 per
cent over the current $3.8 billion
outlay. Increases would come in the
form of loans, scholarships and
parttime jobs, designed to b,lunt
By PHYLLIS M. KNOX
skyrocketing education costs and
LOBO Staff Writer
It was Tuesday, February 7, the
first day of the Vietnamese new
year and "Le Than Chap, 29,
founder and fo(mer president of the Association of Vietnamese
Students and Friends, permitted the
first person in his home to be a
Leonard Nimoy was a financial
~tranger from the Lobo.
wcce;s a; J'ar as the Speaker's
The Association of Vietnamese
Commil!e wa~ concerned, said
~tudents
is
an
informal
Damon Tobia~. .:hairman of the
organization which encourages
committee.
friendship among and between the
1302 tickets were ~old and 169
Vietnamese and American students,
more were distributed as comChap said. There arc 18 registered
plementary tickets or s.cason passes
members out of 20 Vietnamese
from a possible 2088 ticket>, he
students enrolled at UNM.
said.
The Association "helps in·
"The 169 tickets are way over
trouduce incoming Vietnamese
we usually give out. We gave
what
students to American culture and
80 tickets to the radio stations to
American students to Vietnamese
Le Than Chap
give away to their listeners,"
culture." Chap said.
The Associatiort sponsors a radio at war for so long, most men like Tobias said.
The show grossed $4975 and
program on KUNM, at 9:30 am, Vuong didn't make plans for the
Saturday, which features Viet- future when they were young. They Nimoy's fee v.as $3150. Tom
namese music, news and magazine knew they would join the army, he Plunkett, a member of the committee sa1d that Nimoy was the
said.
translation.
Vuong, who served as a second second most successful show this
Chap is a teaching assistant at
UNM and will receive his Ph.D. in lieutenant in the Vietnamese army, year follo.\ed bv. Solei!, a laser light
mathematics this spring. His wife worked as a janitor in one of the 20 show.
Tickets to Leonard Nimoy wm·e
will be graduating also this spring stales he visited after arriving irt
1975, he said. "The biggest hope is not sold out as were the entire two
with an M.S.'in business.
shows of Gene Roden berry and one
Le Than Chap taught at the to live in peace," he said.
all
visably
proud
when
They
were
show of William Shatncr. Tobias
university in Hue City, the formal
500
Vietname;e
living
Chap
said
the
said the reason for not selling out
capital of VietNam, after receiving
his BA and MA at California State in Albuquerque have an unem- Nimoy's show wa~ due to "fabe
ployment rate of zero, even though ·advertising" of Shatn~r's show.
University in Fresno.
"A lot of people felt burned at
Vinh Vuong, 29, C'hap's second few have been hired through the
Comprehensive
Employii.ent
the
Shatner show. ll I\ a~ advertised
visitor is the Association's
as a big Star Trek deal and instead
secretary. Vuong is working on his Training Act (CETA).
Vietnamese
studertts
in
junior
he talked about other things. I
second bachelors degree. His first,
think
people were scared off. Also
school
learn
a
second
high
from the University in Viet Nam
was unrecognized here. When he language, usually English, and Star Trek is no longer the only
escaped from Saigon he didn't have third langu<!ge in senior high science fiction show available, now
there's Star Wars and Close
school.
time to get transcripts., he said.
Encounters of !he Third Kind," he
Most
of
the
Vietnamese
who
Vuong also has a problem with
gelling permanent residency papers were relocated across the United said.
Tobias said he expects the
in New Mexico which are needed States have moved to Texas and
Speaker's
Commitec to break even
is
warmer
California.
The
climate
for citizeliship.
in
its
budget
this year, with no
But because Viet Nam has been and similar to that of Vietnam.

t••

l"

~----~

deficit or surplus. He r,aid that pcn\c\ arc i'or the ~pcnkcr1.
"We've grossed about $9500 for
because of the large allocation that
the committee receives from thb year and we'll need to gro~s
ASUNM, all the committee has to $2500 to meet the $12,000 goal for
earn back is half of what the ex- the year," he said.

ASUNM Committee
To Study Committees
By D. M. FLYNN
ASUNM Senator R. J. Laino
announced to the senate Wednesday the formation of a senate ad
hoc efficiency investigation
committee at the senate's seventh
meeting of the session.
The. :ommittee will . investiga;e
the eff1c1ency of some of ASUNM s
larger organizations and will review
financial_ recor.ds of the past two
years, Lamo satd.
Laino. who will be the committec's chairman, did not say
wliich organizations would be the
subject of the investigation. Six
senators signed up for the committee after Laino's announcement.
In other action, Lain? al_so
announced that the prestdentlal
appointments committee· voted
agaillst the appointment of Wade
Moody as ASUNM acting attorney
general by President Tom Williams.
Laino, chairman of t~e committ.ee,
reported that PAC Will be meeting
with . Williams to re-consider the
appointment of Moody. .
Financially, the senate has $3,260
left to appropriate during this

semester, according to latest figures
released by the ASUNM treasurer.
Senator Swanson told the Senate
that she wanted the body to
reconsider its split vote over the
issue of mopeds on campus. Last
week the senate voted 7-7 on the
question of considering mopeds
bicycles or motorcycle•;. The matter
will be considered at the next
steering committee meeting.
The senate also discussed
KUNM's J97B fiscal year budget.
In order to be affiliated with
National Public Radio Servt~e.
KUNM must have a budget
$65,675.22, the treasurer reported.
Rich Anaya siad that he had
goltcn a committmcnt from Paul
Mamfield Director of KUNM that
the ra<'hJ' station would not be
asking lor an increase in its appropriation.
Robert
Roibal,
senate
representative to KUN11J, said·
KIJNM would try to increase their
percentage of funds received from
the Graduate Students Association
(GSA). GSA appropriated 6 per
cent of KUNM's budget in 1977.
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Press
World·News
i Actor Admits to Hillside Killings

Brahma
Easter
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SEBRING, Fla. (UPl) -- Easter
has an identity problem.
He chomps down dry dog food,
chases the family car, and
sometimes joins with Sam and
Yeller, two cow dogs, in rounding
up the cattle.
Easter is a I 7 5-pound yearling
Brahma bull calf that thinks he's a
dog.
The white calf was adopted by
Marguerite Skipper and her family
last Easter Sunday when he was
found abandoned on the Skipper
ranch, about 15 miles south of
Sebring.
The calf was raised as a pet and
apparently became confused.
':It's the darnedest thing," said
Highlands County Commissioner
Robert Skipper, Mrs. Skipper's
brother-in-law.
"He is always
hanging around with two cow
dogs .... When they go out in the
pasture, he tags along."
Mrs. Skipper said the other cattle
on the ranch seem to reject Easter.
, They say Easter is eating twice as
much dry dog food as the two dogs
and . has eaten table scraps, includmg barbequed beef on one
occasion.
Mrs. Skipper's son, John said
As he gets bigger, chances are
he'll either get stuck, or tilt the
trailer over."

0
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LOS ANGELES Ned T.
Yorke, an actor at Univj:rsal.
Z Studios, was booked on· suspicion
of the 12 "Hillside Strangler"
.., murders Wednesday after he called
gj' · the Los A:ngeles police task force
P.. apd said he had committed the
killings.
Yorke was brought from his
Hollywood Hills home to the
Parker center headquarters where
police said he began to confess the .
sex strangulations, then "lapsed
into incoherency" and, at one
point, "fell asleep."

i";

"'

Department spokesman Dan
Cook c said his story did not match
some of the facts in the case but
that Yorke was. booked "pending
the outcome of the investigation
determining the validity of the
statements he made to investigators."
The arrest came two days after
Mayor Tom Bradley disclosed he
had received a letter from a man
indicating he was the killer and
seeking to surrender himself to the
mayor's office if he could be
assured of his safety.

PRONTO
Today's Special
Corn On Cob
Chicken Basket
(1/4 Fried Chicken) Lorge Coke
Onl,y $1.59
Fries
lowet l~v®>i
N~w m~:n:lce» !Union Fe»©dl S®~vk®

with the killings at I p.m.
In a portion of the letter to
Bradley released by the police
Tuesday, the writer had said he had
committed the crimes because his
mother "told· me to kill those evil
ladies."
•
Some of the victims were
prostitutes and many had street
connections in Hollywood.
"I don't want to raise any expectations on anyone's part to
believe this case has been solved,"
assistant police chief Daryl Gates
told a a news conference.
Gates was asked at the news
conference whether ·Yorke's
statements indicated knowledge of
the letter. He said they had but he
did not want to go into any detail.
Gates said he no futher
background about the suspect,
except that'he had told him he was a
MIAMI BEACH, Fla.-Miami Beach Police Wednesday stashed away bit actor and lived in the
as evidence the $91,000 they scooped up in a drug raid at the ritzy church- Hollywood Hills area where many
home of a religious cult which teaches that smoking marijuana brings of the victims, some of them
·
members closer to God.
prostitutes, came from.
"That money might have been used to buy marijuana," said Hank
Adorno, chief assistant state attorney for Dade Country. "It would be
evidence. If someone owns it, they can file a motion with the court to get it
back. If no one claims it, we'll eventually turn it over to the court and let
the court decide what to do with it."
The raid on the Star Island mansion of the Zion Coptic Church, lying
just off the causeway between Miami and Miami Beach, came last week
just hours after other cult members and two church leaders were arrested
along the North Florida Gulf Coast in a raid on a yacht loaded with 20 tons
of pot.
''If they didn't make the arrest up there, we probably would have gotten
a big catch down here~'' said Miami Beach Police Sgt. Richard Barreto.
The Miami Beach Strategic !nvestigation Unit scoured the house,
MOGADISHU,
looking for marijuana, and with the help of two german shepherds trained
Somalia-Somalia conceded into sniff out drugs, found stashes of pot in different locations around the
directly Wednesday that its forces
house. Most of the money was found in a briefcase, but$ 17,000 of it was
have made "tactical'' retreats from
in a wall safe that a cult member opened for police.
Ethiopia's Ogaden Desert batThe $91,,000 mainly was in American currency, but there was also
tlefront in the face of a Soviet and
• ·
Jamaican, Colombian and Canadian money.
Cuban-backed offensive.
"I asked (a cult member) who the money belonged to, and she said it was
A statement by the Western
'house money' they used to buy different thing," Barreto said. "No one
Somali Liberation Front admitted
would admit to owning it or knowing anything about it."
the loss of ground and, while
Cult members say they are affiliated with the Ehtopian Zion Coptic
remaining vague on the extent of
Church of Jamaica.
the withdrawals, indicated that its
forces have fallen back about 25
miles since last Friday, when the
Ethiopian offensive began.
The statement spoke of heavy
fighting along the stragetic railway
line that runs from the city of Dire
Dawa in the Ehtiopian highlands to
the tiny port republic of Djibouti
on the Red Sea.
The reports indicated that the
Ethiopians, backed by Cuban
advisers and armed with massive
new shipments of Soviet weapons,
had broken the siege of Dire Dawa
Why the U.S. should unconditionally.
and its sister city of Harar and were
pushing towards Jijiga, a strategic
give up the Canal... with
mountain pass town that overlooks
the vast Ogaden Desert Plateau.
Diplomats speculated
the
Ethiopian aim would be to first
secure the railway to Djibouti and
then wheel southeast to outflank
Somali rear near J ijiga, cutting off
their line of retreat.
Somalia
maintains
that
Ethiopia's ultimate objective is to
capture a large portion of Somalia
above the elbow that forms the
horn of Africa. But diplomats from
neutral nations believe the Soviets
will not permit the Ethiopians to do
more than recapture what they lost
when the Somalis invaded.
Bradley had made an appeal
widely broadcast Monday by
television and radio and appearing
in newspapers calling on the writer
of the letter to give himself up.
'(here was no immediate information available on Yorke's
background.
Cooke said th\l,t after Yorke's
phone call, a squad car ·was sent to
the house and- a helicopter
dispatched to hdver overhead.
Yorke was questioned for a time
and then moved to a hospital ward
in the police headquarters building.

The "Hillside strangler" murders
began in September and the last
victim was found Dec. 1.3. Police
said the method of slaying, the
sexual molestation of the victims,
ranging in age from 12 to 28, was
such that it appeared the crimes had
been committed by the same person
or persons.
The suspect was described as a 6
foot, 4 inch white man. Police said
he was an actor at Universal and
lived in the Hollywood Hills. He
was picked up at his home around
10 a.m. and booked in connection

Police Nab Bucks
From Pot Cult

Somalian
Forces
Retreat

Panama For The
Panamanians:

Hear Y e! Hear Y e!
L~stDay
for Spring semester
---

Text Returns
Sat Feb 11
You JOust have
sales reeeipt
You ~nust have

student J.D ..

UNM Bookstore

Dr.Miguel Antonio Bernal

former Professor of Law and Political
Science at the University of Panama and
prominent radio and magazine personality
Deported from Panama in 1976 for his
opposition to the new Canal Treaty
room 250 in the SUB 7:30pm

Tonight

Students Free Public

$1.00

Sponsored by the ASUNM Speakers
Committee Albuquerque Socialist Worker~
Party UNM. Youn Socialist Alliance
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Vol. 82
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BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
(UP I)-Doctors
confirmed
Wednesday that entertainer Connie
Stevens has a blood clot in the back
~f her left knee as a result of a fall
n stage two weeks ago.
A spoke~woma~ at ~os Angeles
New Hospital sa.Id M1~s Stevens,
39, would remam until at least
Saturday while they dissolve the
clot.
.
.
Sh~ fell whil.e appeanng at the
Alladm Hostel m Las Vegas, ~ev.,
two weeks ago. At first th.e smger
thought she had only brmsed her
knee but the leg swelled and turned
black and blue.

KARPOV TOP CHESSMAN
BARCELONA,
Spain
(UPI)-Russian Anatoly Karpov
Wednesday won the International
Association of Chess Writers' 1977
"Oscar." Their top anual award. It
was Karpov's fifth consecutive year
to take the honor.
Fifty-five chess reporters from 22
PRINCE HARALD IN JAPAN
countries announced the award to
TOKYO (UPI)-Norwegian
Karpov, who took a total of 623
Crown
Prince Harald and Crown
points in a vote, followed bv his
Princess
Sonja Wednesday arrived
countryman Victor Korchnoi ·with
f~r
~
I
0-day
unofficial visit to be
619, ~nd. in third-place Oleg
h1ghhghted by the inauguration of a
Romamshm, also of the Soviet
new
Norwegian embassy in Tokyo.
Union, with 433.
The Norwegian royal couple were
greeted at planeside by Japanese
Crown Prince Akihito and Crown
Pricess Michiko and whisked off to
the Norwegian Ambassador's
rcsi?ence where they will stay
dunng lhe Tokyo part of their trip.
KREIDSKY
NEUTRAL
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Albuquerque Sierra Club will Center I 06 Girard Blvd. SE. The
at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the clinic will be from I 0 a.m. to noon
Hospitality Room of the First Saturday, Feb. II. For more in~
National Bank building at the formation call the Albuquerque
corner of San Mateo and Central. Bike Co-op.
Several environmental films will be
Applications for Residence Hall
shown. All interested are urged to graduate and undergraduate staff
attend.
positions now being accepted.
Campus crusade for Christ will Application deadline is March 3.
ho!d. their weekly leadership Contact the Associated Dean of
trammg classes at 7 p.m. tonight in
Students Office, second floor, La
Mechanical Engineering, Room Posada Hall.
102.
T.he Circle-K weekly meeting will
begm at 7 p.m. tonight in the SUB
Room250D.
'
Delta Sigma Pi will sell
Columbian carnations at the SUB
between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. today
and Friday. Free city wide deliver.
Information about beginning
classes in social dance, swing, tap
and disco are available Friday 7:309:30 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
Sponsored by the UNM Ballroom
Dance Club.
UNM Ballroom Dance Club is
sponsoring a Valentine's Dance
Friday, Feb. 10, 7:30- 9:30p.m. in
the SUB Ballroom. Non-members,
50 cents; members, free. Everyone
is welcome.
A Free Bicycle Repair clinic will
be held on the eastside parking lot
of the Alternative Community
me~t

KARACHI
p" k · t
(UPI)--Norwegian' Expl~rei~s a~~
Anthropologist Thor He d hi
Wednesday was en ro~~~ ato
Bombay, India, on the second leg
of a voyage across the Indian and
Pacific Oceans in a 60-foot reed
vessel which he hopes to sail to
South America
Heyerdahl ~nd h' 10b
IS
mem er
..
crew are sallmg what he believes to
be an ancient Sumerian Sea Route
in a bid to prove Middle Eastern
tribes migrated to South Asia in
3,000 B. c.
His ship, "Tigris," is fashioned
after a 5,000-year-old · Sumerian
vessel. The vessel left Karachi
Tuesday on the 600-mile journey to
Bombay.
Heyerdahl said before leaving the
voyage already had proved the
ancient sea links which began as
did the Odyssey of the Tigris, f;om
the mouth of the Tigris River on the
Persian Gulf.

RO,~EBURG, .or~; (~PI)-- "Cattle Crossing," "Deer Crossing" and
Elk C_rossmg s1gns are not uncommon on western highways But
Goat Crossmg?"
'
The herd of moun~ain ~oats which roams Mt. Nebo near Roseburg in
southwestern Oreg?n I~ behevcd by local residents to predict weather.
When the herd IS h1gh on the 1200-foot mountain the weather will be
good. When the goats gra?.e low on the mountainside rain can be expected
Ther~ has been a lot of rain lately and the goats have been lo.w on th.e
mountam. From there they stray occasionally onto Interstate Highway 5
·
Two wer.e struck by vehicles and killed last week on a curve.
So. th1~ week the state highway division erected "Goat Crossing"
'
warmng s1gns.
~,ven
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STAYING

MOSCOW (UPI) - Austrian
Chancellor Bruno Kreisky told
Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev
in a Kremlin meeting Wednesday
that neutral Austria could not join
the Soviet campaign against the
U.S. neutron bomb.
Kr~isky~ ~inding up a three-day
workmg VISit to Moscow, said at a
news conference that disarmament
in general and the neutron bomb in
particular were the main topics of
his talks with Brezhnev.
. "As a neutral country we are not
m the know on the armament
question," Kreisky said. "It is a
question for the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks."
Kreisky said, however, that as a
small country in the middle of
Europe,
Austria
had
"an
elementary interest in the continuation of the policy of detente."
The joint communique issued
later on Kreisky's departure said
that "Political detente should be
followed up by military detente" in
Europe and elsewhere in the world.
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Monday through ·Friday every regular Week
of the: University year and wcckJy during the
summer session -bY the Board of SHJdcrit
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Road Signs Protect
Rain-Predicting Goats

Mimi Swanson
Senate Office Hours
Mon.-On The Mall1•3 pm
Wed. & Fri.·Rm 242 SUB

10·12 am
or call

268•7143

Let THE HARVEST Help You With
Spring Fashions To Complete Your
VALENTINES DAY

Old Town
328 A San Felipe NW • 765-5763
Albuquerque, NM
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by Martin Nix

Editorial

Essential Bill
A bill in the New Mexico State Senate that affects nearly every UNM
stl,Jdent is currently being considered.
A library bo~uj issue was ,introduced by State Sen. Ray Leger, D-San
Miguel. The bill appropriates $20 million for libraries in the state's institutions of higher learning over a '10 year period. This money is
essential to the upkeep of UNM's libraries as well as libraries at other
· colleges in the state.
THE BILL WILL BE KICKED AROUND for a time before finally
coming to a vote, but we would like to remind the legislators that a
modern library with up-to-date information is essential to a university
which wants to be taken seriously.
Library Dean Paul Vassallo said he is optimistic that the bill will pass,
but painted a dreadful picture if the bill is killed.
Vassallo said UNM's libraries would have to either stop buying
books, or buy only half the serials they now purchase. These are
deplorable alternatives, but they are the only ones UN M has.
NEW INFORMATION IN NEARLY EVERY FIELD is being
developed daily and the only way to stay on top of new developments is
through the communication that new books and serials provide.
Can you imagine psychology professors teaching information that is
long outdated? Or how about English teachers furthering criticisms
from 15 years ago? We admit these are far-fetched possibilities, but one
main principle of education is that it must be kept up to date.
Knowledge is a constantly changing field and what was amazing ten
years ago is old hat today.
The UNM students have more at stake in this bill than in any other at
this year's session. Those of you who take pride in learning should write
to your local legislators and urge them to support the library bond issue.

Bert's Lance

New Profs Obvious
by Bert A/my
OrJe can always tell when their fellow students have landed an instructor or professor who is in their first year of teaching.
The clues, no matter how subtle, are always there. Some of these
include tests which everyone fails because the questions were not
related to the material, or an esoteric language used by the teacher to a
room full of human beings whose acquaintance with the material is
most likely their first, or an assignment given with nothing said about
how to accomplish it.
·
Yet when a teacher has developed a skill at teaching it is known just
as quickly by word of mouth. Students talk up the teacher and the
course. Amazingly these conversations transcend such hurdles as
inflated self-importance or a difficult personality on the part of the
teacher.
A professor proficient in the art and the science of teaching is always
a welcome relief. Under the guidance of this professional an atmosphere exists where many obstacles to learning are removed so only
the students' ability is the main limitation. Without fail students are
dealt with fairly and openly by these professionals.
To be sure the art and the science of teaching is difficult to master_
Such a skillful maneuvering as allowing a student to ask a question,
make a mistake and come back with another question in an atmosphere
where there is no fear of judgement from the teacher is an ability which
can be improved upon year after year in the profession.
The rewards for teaching are reaped at a personal level in.assisting
students as they struggle. and then gradually master physical or mental
abilities which were fureign to them.
I have often wondered why UNM does not require their first-year
teachers to take a seminar where ideas can be swapped with some of
the faculty in the College of Education.
What an amazing gesture it would be on the part of UNM to point
their young faculty in this direction by providing an opportunity to
discover better ways to explain material and relate with students.
But I doubt this gesture is possible, because teaching is not held to
be as important as other priorities in the university environment. What a
shame.
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Opinion

KnowledgebyLacking
Maria Zannes
[EDITOR'S NOTE: This column was written for the LOBO by Maria
Zannes, a former staff reporter, who is now working as a congressional
aide under a journalism internship in Washington, D. C.)
WASHINGTON - The Daily LOBO recently printed a story on a
report that states American teenagers "float atop an abyss of
ignorance" when it comes to understanding their country's political
process, recognizing its leaders and valuing constitutional rights.
The 230-page report by the National Task Force on Citizenship
Education is based on the results of a number of reports and surveys,
including a 1975-76 Gallup survey of 1,000 high school students
throughout the country.
The Gallup poll revealed only II per cent of the students could
describe how the President was chosen.
An appalling 82 per cent could not name their senators.
Twenty per cent did not know how many senators represent their
state.
In addition to the' lack of fundamental civic knowledge, the report
states, "The majority of both college and non-college bound students
believe the American society is democratic in name only and that
special interests run the political majority of the nation with little participation by the mass of American citizens."
These same students who believe America is controlled by a small
few sould have been in the halls of House of Representatives office
buildings last ·week where hundreds of American farmers lobbied for
100 per cent parity, a government guaranteed price for their products.
Washington secretaries may have complained because of the long
lines caused by hungry farmers in the congressional cafeterias, but
congressmen listened to the complaints of their farming constituents.
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Editm:
This is in reply to D. M. Flynn's
column "Play by Play" concerning
PIRG's refundable fee. Although
Mr. Flynn may have written the
article with tongue in cheek, I find it
slanderous, distorted, and in
general degrading to students, and
for the record would like to get
some facts straight.
The paragraph about electing
board members in smoked-filled
rooms is an outright lie. Board
members are elected in both fall
and spring general elections by all
students, w11o have not received a
refund. Although the board does
appointments
to
fill
make
vacancies, these positions are open
in the next general election.
The last paragraph in the article
about paying $20 to put an ad in the
LOBO is a distortion of the truth. In
PIRG's contract with the university
it is stipulated, that PIRG must
advertise in the LOBO the amount,
how, when, and where of obtaining
a refund.
The truth is also distorted when it
states that members must go to the
PI RG office to obtain literature.
PIRG has a table on the mall or in
the SUB several days a week for
the sole purpose of distributing
their literature. PIRG publications
are also available at the information

255-1694
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Dislikes
Cartoon

By AI Kratzer

''/;

Editor:
• -·
T.Pe cartoon on your editorial
page of the Feb. 6 issue was
decisively anti-Israel. It obviously
did not take into consideration the
complexity of the problems facing
Israel in its occupation.
For one thing, all territory gained
was in direct response to four direct
CARNATIONS
~
and indirect attacks initiated by the
Arab world. A large portion of the
territory represents strategically
It's easy! Just stop by the Delta Sigma Pi table in the SUB on
vulnerable areas to the small
Wednesday, Thursday. and Friday. to be delivered on Valen·
nation; it is !ike a soft underbelly, so
tine's Day to the person of your choice - with the message you
to speak. Previous attacks were or
·
·
_,.......
could be directed through these _.,,_,choose!
borders (i.e.-Golan Heights).
One cannot deny the fact that
Israel has since invested time and
labor to further develop these sites.
The Israelis have much to lose in
giving up the territories, and a
carnatton~
"generous recognition" from Sadat
is certainly not enough to com:
pensate. Also his proposed
guarantees for UN protection are
ludicrous; the unilateral pull-out of
UN "peace-keeping" forces under
pressure from Nassar was one of
the primary precipitating incidents
of the 1967 war.
Inevitably, Israel will have to
make some concessions for peace,
but so do the Arabs (thus far their
peace initiatives have been far from
rei;\listic). Granted there are many
more issues at hand; r am simply
Now Open
emphasizing the other factors
In The Wyoming Mall
involved.
Between
Woolco & Mall Theater
Incidentally, when do you
294-3072
suppose the United States will be
giving New Mexico, Arizona,
California and Texas back to
Quality Plants
Mexico?
a(. The Lowest Prices
Cynthia L. Cousnes

~o'lroERY~
COLUMBIAN C1
NOW!!!

.

City-Wide Delivery!
Send Your Loved One
Some Columbian

For A Valentine's Day
__..$1.00 Surprise $1.00

~.

desk in the SUB and at the office.
As for calling the literature "junk
mail", I don't think anyone, who
has taken the time to read any of
the publicatons would consider
them junk.
'
As for free advice on social
projects, we are all big girls and
boys now and I think we can all find
our own· dates for the weekend,
and as for sock hops, I hope they
died in the '50s.
Mark Liebendorfer
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SPECIAL SALE
Rubber Plants
As low as $8.50

Areca Palms
5-7 Feet Tall
10% Discount to UNM students with ID

HEARTS
&FLOWERS
Send Your Valentine
The FTD LoveBundle®Bouquet.
A spray of

Your FTD florist
is Dixie Floral
1020 Tijeras NE
(Between Grand & Central)

Call243-3705

Weddings • Parties • Any Occasion

Flowers and Gifts by Mauldin
by Garry Trudeau
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No 'Play'· for PIRG

Our government is far from perfect. Citizens, like reporters, must
nurture healthy skepticism by learning more about their government.
Democracy is an act of faith. We give politicians power and we
believe, or at least hope, they will represent us. There is no guarantee.
We must constantly serach for foul play.
Not everyone can afford a trip to Washington or the time to play
watchdog of government. But the same political process takes place at
state and local levels. Fundamental civic information is easily accessable. And the media reports current government action.
An informed public is the first step towards a free society. We must
be able to uncover and correct mistakes-before we lose the ability to
do so.

Editor:
In reference to the "Bad" fad manual (Feb 1.) where Mr. Flynn
flagrantly stated that Johnny Rotten and the Sex Pistols are a passing
fad: In '64 the Beatles were also considered a passing fad by nearsighted critics. Long hair, rock and roll and marijuana were all considered a passing fad at one time. Each generation had and will have its
rebellious symbols and factions. When these rebelious "Fads" turn to
established values, a need arises for a new and more extreme rebellious
symbol.
b•
The fact is, .-we are about to experience a resurge in conservative
thought. The fact is that the KKK and the National Socialist (Nazi) party
are enjoying a new membership upsurge, aimed at the high school
level. It is apparent that we recognize the Sex Pistols as a sign of the
times and a sign of things to come.
When the Sex Pistols perform in England, people on the dance floor
have sanctioned violence; they beljt the crap out of each other for fun.
Some theorists say this violence is due to the economic conditions of
England.
Does this mean that as the Dow Jones average continues to fall in
the U.S. the quantity of violent rock and roll will rise?
The American passive male will be glad to see a powerful political
figure take hold as our ecconomy takes its final dives. Poor people will
be tired of political rhetoric and will be ripe for an extreme right
beligerent leader who will appeal to the masses and will solve all our
ecconomic and social woes.
Oh, but we're too smart for that to happen. Right?
Who elected Huey Long to the Senate? Who elected Richard Nixon
to the Presidency? But don't get upset, there's nothing you can do but
sit back and watch it happen.
Joe Cicero

It is good to know that it cost only $'140 million to purchase the Public
Service. Co., but the actual cost of consumer purchase of the
Albuquerque distribution system and the local power plant is still
unknown since the preliminary legal engineering and financial study h<Js
not been done yet. But assuming the cost is $140 million, it isn't that
expensive as compared to the cost of·building say, a nuclear reactor.
(The actual worth of PNM is over $600 million).
But another question is why are certain regulatory commissioners
afraid to speak out against the most powerful political organization in
the state (PNM)? Who owns the Public Service Commission or even the
State Corporation Commission (both if! Santa Fe)? Who audits the
accounting books? Did you know that PNM keeps different sets of
books? Did you know that, unlike public systems, investor-owned
electric utility books are closed to the public?
And what about taxes? Last year PN M did .not pay any federal taxes,
and PN M is not a tax-free institution.
And ·what about the purchase cost? The money that previously went
to profits, state _taxes and corporate fat now goes to purchasing. (The
salary of the top PNM executive, along with his returns on stock, is
enough to purchase PNM an airplane every year. Furthermore, Goergia
Power has b:en using rate .payer money to set up an intelligence
division to spy on anti-nuclear and consumer ownership groups. What
is to prevent PNM from doing the same?) If the rates are temporarily
increased to purchase the system, then the burden should be shifted to
those who can afford it.
Ironically, the U. S. is the only country in the world with a
predominance of utilities owned by a wealthy few. With PNM owned
primarily by Seattle and New York interest, who is PNM accountable
to? Traditionally, investor utilities have a strong hatred for "government
interference." What is being proposed is "people interference." What
is being. proposed is not another city department, but COilsumer
ownership, where each rate-payer is the investor, and the dividends
returned to the rate-payer in the form of lower electric utility rates. The
Federal Power Commission statistics varify that public utilities have
lower rates. Surprisingly rate-payers of public systems use about 30 per
cent more electricity than payers of private systems, since they pay less
per KW. What is being proposed is the establishment of a Solar Energy
and Electric Utility District where rate-payers of each part of
Albuquerque vote for their representative, just like any other corporate
election. Seattle has a similar structure and recently voters there voted
out the board that wanted to construct floating nuclear power plants.
I'm sure PNM knows what solar energy-a direct threat to their
expansion and profit plans. PN M is not too thrilled about home based
electricity production, nor about non-electrical solar systems which
replace electrical appliances. Neither does PNM want it too well known
that their expansion plans could finance self-sufficiency.
Such a prospect of democracy is frightening to "technical experts"
who would rather bulldoze archeological sites. PNM is becoming the oil
company of the future; and PNM is becoming so power:ful that it is
becoming government in itself. PNM does not want you to know a
certain fact: You the public holds the ace of spades. It is still "We the
People." You can make the electric utility directly accountable to you
the consumer and demand solar technology now.
Martin Nix

NORTON AND SAMMY

721 San Mateo N.E.
Albuquerque, N.Mex.
Lontisha Mauldin
Phone 265-1019

sparkling hearts in
a colorful bouquet.
Your FrO Florist
can send one
almost anywhere
by wire, the
FrO way. Order early.
(Most ITO Florists accept major
credit cards.)

u'hL !ly available
fm less than

$1soo·

Those FTD Florists
Really Get Around.
"'As an independent businessman. eorh

Stuart Scott

FfD Member Florist >els his own pr~ce·.
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From 'Red Terror'

For Dying Advised Enrollme.nt Breaks

C
~

WASHINGTON (UPI)-- Dying and released in Washington.
This, he said, could include byt
patients should g_et whatever drugs
would
not be limited to gn01dually
· 0 are necessary to keep them free of
lXI
pain, the director of the govern- increased doses of pain-killers to
ment's National Institute on Aging give dying patients a chance to
· think about something other than
..Q said Wed.nesday.
·
'Cil
"Addiction is not a concern in pain. Drugs would be provided
00 dying patients, but relief from pain before previous doses wear· off.
"In this way it is possible to erase
u
is," said Dr. Robert Butler, who
'5 won the Pulitzer Prize for his book both the memory and fear of pain,
:::E "Why Survive? Being Old in thus enabling the patient to review
his or her life in peace and come to
~ America."
Z
He said a "cocktail" inade of terms with approaching death,"
-6 morphine or heroin, usually said Butler.
"This approach differs from the
~ cocaine, sometimes gin, sugar syrup
P..
and chlorpromazine (tranquilizer) currently fashionable .. . regimen,
syrup is used in Great Britain. Use where the patient is allowed to
of that mixture in the Uniter States develop pain, then wait while it
worsens
complaining fs
would violate narcotics law.
"The management of pain (in discouraged -- and finally calls for
dying patients) must include an a nurse who administers the drug at
alteration in prescription prac- he,r earliest convenience."
tices ... " Butler said in a paper
A government interagency
prepared for a California seminar committee, including Butler, has

S

IN THE
GREAT·
BUY'N'BUY...

Dr. Peter Bourne, White House
Adviser. on Health Affairs, has
asked the Surgeon Gerneral to
investigate the use of heroin.- for
dying
cancer
patients
and
marijuana to alleviate nausea
accompanying anti-cancer
chemotherapy.

In
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for entertaining friends. It just
tiptoes through the cocktails . , .
mixes so quietly you scarcely
know it's there.
A heavenly bargain too! And
your local liquor merchant will assure
you that ... you.!:!!.!:!. take it with you.

Ethiopia: Land of Death

Spring Records
UNM enrollment for this semsester is at an all-rime high for spring
semester revealed statistics released by the office of Admissions and
Records.
There are 20,765 students enrolled at UNM this spring. That figure
is liP· 2.45 per cent from last spring's enrollment and represents the
highest number of students ever on campus during a spring semester,
said Catherine Furman, a statistician in the office of Admission and
Records.
The number of students enrolled this semester is down from the
21,625 students enrolled in the fall semester, but Furman said
enrollment usually drops about that amount from fall to spring.
There are 10,517 male students on campus compared with 10,248
female students.
More complete statistiC'S on the demographics of UNM students this
spring will be available next week, Furman said.

.

;

With Cambodia

Vietnam Wants Peac.e
UNITED NATIONS (UP!) -Vietnam, the newest member of the
United Nations, appealed to the
world body Wednesday to support
a three point peace plan aimed at
ending its war with Cambodia.
There was no immediate reply from
the Cambodians.·
·
The Vietnamese plan, conveyed
in a letter to U.N. Secretary
General Kurt Waldheim from
Vietnamese Foreign Minister
Nguyen Duy Trinh, called' for a 6
mile wide demilitarized zone along
the
frontier,
immediate
negotiations and international
supervision of the peace.
It also urged both side

JUAREZ is the perfect "angel"

lTED.UILA

been created to consider such
possibilities as using heroin for
terminally ill- patients. Other
representatives are the Food and
Drug
Administration,
Drug
Enforcement Administration,
National Cancer Institute, National
Institute on Drug Abuse and
National Institute of Mental
Health.

GOLO OR SILVER
IMPORTED& BOTILED BY
TEOUI LA JAUSCO SA
ST. LOUIS, fv'O, 80 PROOF

hurling insults at each other - a spying and ordered him to leave the
war of words that appears to have country.
embarrassed both China, which
The two communist nations have
supports Phnom Penh, and the been fighting virtually from the
Soviet Union, whiCh heavily backs - time both kicked out the United
Vietnam.
.
States in April 1975. Vietnam has
There was no indication when, or accused Cambodia of ·"Inhuman
even if, Waldheim would meet with crimes," and the Cambodians have
representatives from Hanoi. charged the Vietnamese with
Washington has accused Vietnam's mass'ive invasions along their
U.N. Ambassador, Dinh Ba Tri, of border.

Med School Begins
Diabetic Research
A Diabetic Memorial Research
Fund has been established at the
UNM School of Medicine with
$1 ,000 as the initial donation from
. an anonymous giver.
The fund will be used for supplies
and equipment related to diabetic
research at the Medical School. The
research projects are now under
way in the division of en-

docrinology and metabolism by Dr.
Philip Eaton, division chief and
professor of medicine and Dr.
David S. Schade, assistant
professor of medicine .
Additional donations to the fund
may be sent to DiabeticMemorial
Research Fund, office of the dean,
UNM School of Medicine,
Albuquerque, 87131.

ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia (UP I)
-- Visitors to Ethiopia are advised
not to try to see the capital by night.
There is not much of a night life:
There is, however, death on the
streets.
Between five and 20 persons are
killed in Addis Ababa each evening
by local citizens' militia in what the
marxist regime openly admits and
calls a justified "class struggle" to
protect the rights of citizens.
Sidewalk executions, midnight
knocks on the door and impromptu
arrests have turned the capital of
the land of Solomon and Sheba into
a city of fear and terror in which
death lurks at every corner.
This reporter witnessed at first
hand ihe grim wave of assassination
and killings between pro and antigovernment forces.
I saw the body of a young boy,
perhaps 17, lay sprawled on the
sidewalk of a downtown street.
'
He had been shot in the head and
chest during the night by members
of a local Kebele, as the citizens'
ini li tia is called.
Blood trickled down the
sidewalk.' Two notices denouncing
the victim as im anti-revolutionary
were pinned to the body.
Kebele members armed with
rilles stood near the body, scattering civilians as they gathered to
stare. A few minutes later the body
was dumped into the back of an
ambulance.
Kebele militia in the past few
weeks have started dumping the
bodies of their victims on the streets
as public reminder to the "counter
revolutionaries" of the underground Ethiopian People's
Revolutionary Party.
Independent observers estimated
up to I ,000 persons have been killed
since Ethiopia's ruling military
Dergue (~ommittee) launched in

early December its so-called "red
Terror" campaign to counter what
it termed the underground's "white
terror" slaying of government
officials.
·
,
The Carter administration has
condemned the "red terror"
campaign and this has infuriated
the government in Addis Ababa.
Reactionary forces ·view . the
situation in Ethiopia as meaning
that human rights have been
violated,'' Tamrat Ferede, a
Dergue member, told visiting
correspondents.
"However, the class struggle
which is going on in Ethiopia is a
justified struggle waged to enable
the masses to enjqy human rights,''
he said.
"It is the task and obligation of
any government to bring under
control anarchists and political
assassins who trample underfoot
the interests of the- masses and
spread terror," he added.

Telescope
Focused

On Mars
The UNM campus observatory
will be open to the public from 7 to
9 p.m., weather permitting, on Feb.
10.
The observatory's 15 inch
telescope will be focused on the
planet Mars. The·l2 inch telescope
will be focused on the Hyades
cluster.
Admission to the observatory,
which is located two blocks north
of Lomas on Yale, is free. Children
under 12 must be accompanied by
an adult.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
(Women and Minorities are encouraged to apply)

8th-Grade Papergirl
Turns L~ndlady

Inside or in the shade they lighten.
In the sun they darken.

PHOTOGRAYorPHOTOSUN
Eyewear from TSO.
Photochromic lenses are sensitive to light. In the sun,
they darken; indoors they're almost clear, adjusting
automatically. They reduce glare in the sun and let you
get along with only one pair of glasses, inside and out.
Photogray or Photosun lenses are available in your
choice of fashionable frames at TSO, where we care
how you look at life.
Offices in Louisiana, New Mexico and throughout
Texas.

T-S·O

Prescriotion eyewear since 1935 • Convenient credit available
4300 Central Ave. S.E. • 4410 Central Ave. S.W.
7210 Menaul Blvd., N.E.

NOW IS THE TIME TO CONSIDER
JUNE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Career Employment
Opportunities

GREENWOOD, Ind. (UPI)--Landlady Pam Moulder's first tenants
will move into herthree bedroom house on March 1-- her 14th birthday.
The eighth grader bought the $18,000 home in this Indianapolis suburb
last week, making the $3,700 down payment with a personal check.
About half the amount came from her savings, money she made with a
paper route the past 2 Yz years. The rest was a loan from her mother.
Pam said her classmates at Greenwood Middle School thought she was
crazy at first, "but now they think it's a real neat idea."
She had been saving the money to buy a car, but her mother, Mary, a
real estate agent, suggested in December that she invest it in a house until
she is old enough to drive.
"She said it would be better than just leaving my money in the bank and
I'd be making more," Pam Said.
.
Now she hopes to sell the home in about 2 Y2 years and make enough to
buy a car and invest in another house. Further in the future, the 13-yearold sister, Polly, "is jealous but she doesn't say it," the young entrepreneur said.
Actually, because of Pam's age, the home mortagage was obtained in
her name and those of her mother and her father, J. Stephen Moulder, a
builder.
But Pam, whose first tenants will be a young couple expecting a first
child, said her parents haven't offered "too much" advice.
"They're·helping me with it, though. They're getting the books together
and things like that."

With The

U.S. Central Intelligence
Agency
The Central Intelligence Agency has professional
opportunities for per~ons trained in the disciplines
listed below. If you are a senior or graduate
student now completing yam studies we will be
pleased to review your credentials.
COMI1 UTER SCIENCE
ECONOMICS/ECONOMETRICS
ENGINEERING (ME, EE, Electronics,
Aero, Nuclear, Civil)
FOREIGN AREA STUDIES
FOREIGN LANGUAGE (Russian, Eastern
Europe, Middle Eastern, Oriental,
Spanish)
INTERNATIONAL R.ELATIONS
INFORMATION SCIENCE
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS
OPTICS

Clear Up Your Future In The
2-Year AFROTC Program.
What's up after college? That question Is enough to get a lot of young people down.
Air Force ROTC college graduates have that worry, too. But their Immediate future (and
longer !f lhey choose} Is much more secure. As a commissioned officer, there's a good job
.•• Travel. Graduate level education. Promotions. Financial security. And really, lots more,
If you have two academic years ren'lalnlng, there's a great 2-year AFROIC program still
available to you. Look Into the details. We think you'll be pleasantly surprised. And pleasan·
tly rewarded.
"Last year I responded to an ad slmller Ia this because I lee/ as long as we are tJt>lng to have
a military service the nature of their work demands the best people maqaglng our natural
resources. I also feel, along with resources, they should have the best opportunities
associated wJrH their car-eer. I want to get Info on Important profession alter I yraduate With
the best opportunities. Today I am more convinced of the Importance of the Air Force Of·
fleer profession and of the opportunities available to me. R;ght now I am drawing a scholar·
Ship which pays all my tuition and class lees, books, lab fees and an additional $100,00 a
month/In addition, I am employed at Kirtland AFB In a professional part· time job With good
pay While already putting my coJiege courses to work. The.real payoff is having a guaran·
teed }ob when I graduate startfng at approximately $14,000 salary phis a career which I
might want rather than become a civilian pilot, wfth my pay at approximately $20,000 at /hat
time. J would /Ike to tell you more and so would any of the stall at the UNM Aerospace
Studies Department. They are standing by al1901 Las Lomas, telephone 277/4602 to assist
you like they helped me" .•. Keith Merrll/old.

~-P-'ut

it all together if!_P.jrForce ROTC.

All initial assignments are in the Washington,
D.C. area. Some require foreign travel. U.S.
citizenship required.
Get an application form from the Career Planning
& Placement Center, 2nd Floor, Mesa Vista Hall,
South: MAIL IT NOW. Qualified applicants will·
be contacted to arrange an off-campus interview.
Mail Your Own Resume Or Application Form To:

L.L.CURRAN
P.O. BOX 669
LAWNDALE, CA 90260
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In a separate lengthy briefing for
journalists, three government
spokesmen defended the red terror
campaign, saying it was the antigovernment revolutionary party
forces who "first took up the gun
and raised the struggle to the level
of open war."
"It Is not confusion, or simply
terror, that reign Ethiopia," a
spokesman said. "What is going on
in this country is simply class
struggle.
On the number of killings, the
official spokesmen shrugged.
"We do notkeep a balance sheet
when we are conducting a
revolution," one spokesman said.
~"The primary objective is to save
·and not to kill. There might be
mistakes (in the killing of innocent
people), but they are insignificant
to the successes."
And the government appears to
be winning. Addis residents said the
People's revolutionary party appeared to have been largely
smashed, or its leaders for.ced

• • •

College Aid

lcpnt. from page 11

from the current $30,000 to $45,000
for the guaranteed student loan
program that subsidizes interest
costs
and guarantees Joan
repayment to banks.
.:_Increase the maximium grant
for low income students from $1600
to $1800.
--Raise the amount of the
average grant by $200 for students
in families with incomes between
$8000 and $1.6000.
"We feel strongly that Congress
must choose between tuition tax
credits and the historic increases ...

that the administration is today
proposing," Califano said, "This
nation cannot afford both."
Sen. William Roth, R-Del., said
the Carter plan was merely an
extension of current programs and
he would push hard for his $250 per
year tax credit proposal.
Roth said the administration was
taking action out of political
considerations and released part of
a memo from Califano to Carter
urging him to "move quickly if we
are to seize the initiative on this
very hot issue."

TIME
Make the n1ost of it ..
in Peace Corps
Sign Up Now For Interview
Seniors/Grads
Placement Office
Mesa Vista Hall 2nd Floor
Reps On Campus-- Mon.-Wed. Feb. I3-15
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Anthology.
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(cont. from po.ge- 8)

eights Native American: one-fourth
Cherokee
and
one-eighth
Chicasaw. He is also a writer and
will have his first book of his own
poetry, The Road Where the People
Cried, published by Blue Cloud
Press later this year. Although he
will include his own writings in the
anthology, he is concentrating on
other writers. "l really want the.
anthology to be other people's
work. l have more Leslie Silko,
Simon Ortiz and· Momaday than
my own work by far. I 'II probably
only have a couple poems and
maybe one or two stories of my
own in it, and I'll write an introduction."
The anthology, like Southwest,
will be divided into geograp!'lic
regions. Hobson saict;· ''Basically,
there will be five regions. For each
one of those regions I have
someone writing the key introductory essay. Paula Allen is
writing the essay for the Southwest;
Joy Harjo is writing for the
Southeast; Nila Northsun is writing
for the Northwest." Who will write
the essay for the Plains has not yet
been decided.
"
·
Hobson believes· that the anthology, which will be distributed at
the price of$6.98, will sell fast. "At
least 15 people mentioned to me
that they'd like to use if for classes.
There will be about I ,000 copies in
the first printing, and I'm sure it
will sell out within a couple months.
Southwest sold out its first printing
within three months. I'm really
excited about getting it done. It's
been a real pleasure; it hasn't been a
chore at all."

Dixie Di·ese·ls On the Road
By ROBERT SPIEGEL

Well I used to be a hippy,
But Now I drive a truck.
l don't haul nothing.
I just like the way it looks.

.,

· These are tb.e opening lines of
"Diesel Truck" by Brad Davis of
the Dixie Diesels. Though the band
members make their home in
Austin, Texas, they are at best part

How To Keep More Of What
You Earned In '77
Income Tax. Seminar for the General Public to assist in
income tax preparation

- Saturday, February 18, 9:00AM - 5:00PM
The Sheraton Old Town Inn (W~aver Room)
- Conducted by two faculty of the Anderson Graduate
School of Business, UNM, who are experts in taxation
- $20 Fee includes training materials and coffee
- Call for information or reserve your enrollment by
calling the Managemenl: Development Center, UNM

277-4638

'

time residents. Most of their life is
spent touring the western swing
dance clubs of the Southwest and
Midwest. For the last year' they ·
have played .a week ever~
. ) month
. or
two at the Headquarters on
Central. In that time they 'have
developed quite a following. That's
not surprising. They are one of the
tightest western swing groups in the
Southwest. .
•· '
The
Diesels
consider
Albuquerque to . be a "hub" of
Western swing' and the members
feel their music is well appreciated
here.
"Albuquerque has the best
western swing dancers," said Brad
Davis, rhythm guitarist and lead
vocalist. "We can get away with
playing the jazzy stuff here because
the dancers know what to do with
it. The people here express their

ll

PANCHO ViLLA

appreciation by dancing and
listening rather than giving us the
raw emotional response we get in
the Midwest."
In addition to Davis, the Dixie
Diesels include Mike Potter on bass
and vocals; Willy Wainwright, the
fiddle champ of Tucson; Charlie
Klym, also on fiddle; Chris Rice oil
drums; and Rusty "Radar" Hurst

I ()JI(lllhPhl

Dixie Diesels at the Headquarters
on lead guitar and pedal steel.
Part of the attraction of the Dixie
Diesels is its excellent musicianship.
There are no weak spots in the
group even though two of the
members have joined within the last
two months.
Potter said, "We went along for
three years without any changes.
We added people, but we didn't
lose anybody. Every note was
strategic, the harmonies were
worked out so that no notes
collided. l was really scared of the
changes, but I've enjoyed the more
informal approach we've had
recently, I think it's really good."
Along with using standard
western swing material such as
"Faded Love" and "San Antonio

Rose," the Dixie Diesels rely on
original material by Davis and
Potter. The Diesels are one of the
few groups besides Alvin Crow and
Asleep at the Wheel that is writing
new tunes that are decidedly
western swing. The group's one
single,
which
is relatively
unavailable except as a jukebox
selection at the Headquarters, was
"Jukebox . Boogie," written by
Brad Davis.
The Diesels are currently playing
in Evergreen, Colorado; next week
it's Arizona, then Corpus Christi,
Texas. Hopefully it won't be long
before they return to the
AI buquerque area. Catch them
when they are here; the Dixie
Diesels are a band not to be missed.

TEQUILA

Hobson, Project· Ambltloos

sick and tired Of spending a
University Store I'm
tortune
on tapes and records
2222 Central S.E. and rm not going to take it
255-2225
anymore!
· ffion.-Thur•.10-10
Ftl. Sat. 10-12
"Gettln Better •
Sun.12-6
All The Time"

FRIAR~

Uptown Store
4517 Central N.E.
266-9887
ffion.-Sat. 10-8
Sun.J2-6

By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Native American writing, both
fiction and poetry, has expanded
greatly in the last few years, and
someone has finally taken on the
task of editing a comprehensive
anthology of contemporary Indian
literature. Geary Hobson, poet,
fiction writer, teacher and present
director of UNM's Native
American Studies, has been at work
since August on an anthology that
will include over 50 Native
American writers from all 50 states.
Hobson is shooting for a July I
publication date and has already
collected work from 56 writers and
artists. "It will be a total Native
American
anthology,"
said
Hobson. "That's what I set out to
do. Even all the artwork and
graphics will by Native American
artists."
Although there are presently a
few collections of Native American
literature, Hobson plans to keep his
book broader than the existing
anthologies. "I think it will be
better than most anthologies in the
sense that it will be very comprehensive. I think the one possible

flaw will be tb.at it might not be as
concentrated on all authors as it is
on some. I might use just one short
poem by one poet, where as I will
have 20
Simon Ortiz.

"One of the finest anthologies to
come out was Carriers of the
Dream Wheel edited by Duane
Niatum. He has the same amount
of poems by each of the 17 writers
included. It was very carefully
done. It was a good job of lay-out
and editing , Mine will be more
sprawling. I have 56 people right
now, and who knows, between now
and the March 1st deadline, more
might come in."
The anthology will be published
by Karl and Jane Kopp's Red Earth
Press which published Southwest,
A Contemporary Anthology last
summer.
- "This thing was really Karl's
\i'
idea," said Hobson. "I've seen the
1
need for it for years, and last
N
'
summer, Karl said, 'Here's your
~
chance, do one.' So I thought about
.
it for a while, went home to
~ .·· ,
Arkansas, came back and said,
~. ·
,# 'Hey, I really want to do this.' So I
got into 'it, and I'm really glad I'm
doing it. Also, Karl and I have a
very close relationship and he has
assured me that the book will be
kept in print as long as there's a
Gearld Hobson
need."
The list of writers Hobson has
managed to collect work from is
impressive: Leslie Silko, N. Scott
Momaday, Simon Ortiz, Wendy
'1'111~ Sf~U' S'ITIJI~S'I'
Rose, Joy Harjo and over 50 more.
"I have more fiction right now than
.\.rt/ I~ it(•••:u•!: JS:u•:•zin(• i"i
all of the book Man to Send Rain
Clouds put together, plus I have
1mbai!>ihin~ it~ Hr•!>it isr-tm:• thi~
essays and poetry. I have close to
300 pages now. And there is still
Starin~. l\'t_• •u•(•d roua· subnaissious
another 20 or so writers l.'d like to
hear from, such as James Welsh,
rel(•,·:!nt to ~\t•t ow• IAtt•t•ntu••t•.
Roberta Hill, Norman Ru;sell and
Buffy St. Marie."
submi.m!J11
lz!t~'
Geary Hobson is himself three-
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Sound Stage

Patent Pending
6525 COmet.,- NE
266-6605
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Compiled By UOBERT SPIEGEL
The Last Mile Ramblers: With the
addition of Ollie O'Shea on fiddle,
the Ramblers are sounding better
than ever. They'll play through
Saturday at the Headquarters on
Central at Washington.
-Patent Pending: This reformation of
Sky Blue will be playing with out
the pizza this week at the Friar's
Pub on Lomas between San Pedro
and Louisiana.
· Soundstage: Rock and roll dancing
to the sound from the stage
James and margot Schevlll
continues this week at the Friar's
East on Wyoming just north of the
freeway.
Jubilee; Sounds festive. It'll be
hard rockin' dance music at Okie's
tb.is Friday night.
James and Margot Schevill will open' the ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series
program for the spring semester tonight in the Humanities Building Honeywood: Sounds mellow. It' II
be soft rockin' dance music at
Theater on the UNM campus at 8 p.m. Admission is free.
Okie's this Saturday night.
James Schevill is the author of lO volumes of poetry including Private

music. PQets T·onight
'

Dooms and Public Destinations: Poems 1962- 1968, The Buddhist Car &
Other Characters, 1974, and The Stalingrad Elegies in 1965 for which he
won Contact magazine's William Carlos Williams award.

Speakeasy: Dancing to the not-soquiet sound of Speakeasy at Uncle
Nasty's
on
Central
near
Washington through Saturday.
Planets: Home again for the se.cond
week at Ned's on Central, the
Planets, one of Albuquerque's
old<:st bands, will keep the place
spinning through the week.
H. Hopper Band: The rock of H.
Hopper will emanate from
Alfalfa's on Lomas between
Washington and San Mateo
through the weekend.
Ozone Express: This is one of the
last chances to catch one of New
Mexico's finest western dance
bands before it dissolves into other
groups. The Express will swing the
The Hope of Glory crisscrosses America sharing their contemporary Apollo on San Mateo at Lomas
gospel oongs with audiences of all age~. Based in Houston, Texas, their through the week.
ministry focuses on Christ in you, the Hope of Glory.
Sneak Preview: This dance band is
The group still has three of its original members: Bubba Chambers, Rick sneaking into its second week at
Thigpen and Gary Ingram.
the Fogg's Bar downstairs at the
Chambers is the vocalist, percussionist and evangelist. He has been
Albuquerque Inn.
involved in music since entering high school. Thigpen composes and
arranges some or the Hope's music. He is also -a vo.,alist anc\:cbass guitarist
and helps out Tim Wade II on the keyboards. ,
On the drums is Gary Ingram. He had been a drummer playing "Top
Made in the Shade: As good as they
40" music and backing pop performers.
The lead guitarist, Melvin Mar, joined the team in the winter of 1973, are, it is not surprising the
giving up an art major at the University of Texas at Arlington to play in a members of Made in the Shade
have found a home. Catch them at
Christian band
Rounding out the Hope of Glory is Tim Wade II who turned down a the new Turn of the Century Club
four year music scholarship in 1974 tq become a part of the Hope. He is in the Winrock Mall.
Professor Harry and the Faculty:
from Georgia and is a vocalist as well as main man on the keyboards.
The group will be playing at the Christian Center at 12121 Copper NE, Not quite the classroom set-up for
Sat. Feb. II at 7 p.m. Gospel rock has become a viable form of music and this jazz group at the Mirror
Lounge at 227 Marquette NE
the admission is free.
through Sunday.
Macho Power: Latin soul and funk
at the Latin Quarters through the
weekend.
Showdown: The pizza eaters at the
Hog's Breath Saloon on north San
Mateo get a change of pace with
Showdown.

Schevill has also written 25 plays which have been produced throughout
the United States, Canada, England and Europe. He currently teaches in
the writing and theater programs at Brown University in Providence, Rl.
Margot Schevill, since her debut with the San Francisco Opera in 1959,
as a Mezzo Soprano, has pursued a concert and opera career throughtout
the United States and Europe. Since moving to Rhode Island in 1968, she
has specialized in the performance of twentieth century music, performing
with The New Music Ensemble of Providence which she helped start in
1%8.
.
Featured in the Schevills' reading will be a group of Mr. Schevill's
performance poems. These are dramatic poems for two voices involving
singing, chanting and other musical techniques in which Mrs. Schevill
participates.

Maken of Hand Made

Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

"'

Thur. at 8:00
Gary Doberman
will
spe<:lk on
Structur<:lllsm

with 4 films
Serene Velocity
by Ernie Gehr
and
B<:ltry Gerson's
Group 4
Joyce Wieland's
Dripping Welter
and
Domo.ln Of The
ffiomentby
St<:ln Bro.khage

The Glory of Gospel Rock

At
The
Union
The<:ltte
students JI.OO
general JJ.SO

Frld<:ly:
His Girl Frldo.y
with Co.ry Gr<:lnt
7:00 and 9:15

LOBO photos by Phyllis m. Kush,er

Geo.rld Hobson

Buyl
Getl

a great

place

to eat!
Free 35c drink
with this coupon
and purchase of
any sub

melvin mo.r, Go.ry lngr<:lm, Tim WClde, Rick Thigpen
<:lnd 8ubbo. Chambers of Hope of Glory
PREPARE FOR:

MCAT • OAT • LSAT •GMAT
GRE • OCAT • VAT· SAT
NMB I, II, III·ECFMG·FLEX·VQE

"----J

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS " NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours

CChere IS a differen,;e!!!
For Information Please Call:

29ll-OI..J.I6
10712
Snowhel' ghts N E
Albuq. New Mex.
87112

i'vlarron JJall, Rm 105
277-5656

Buzzard Boogie Rand: The
country-rock and rock'n'roll
sounds of the BBB can be heard at
the Extra Point Lounge on Central
this Friday and Saturday.
The Cosmic Grackles: If you're up
after the witching hour Saturday, ~
tunc in for the band who io riding "'
high on a single called "Indian.> in E5
China," on KUNM-FM,
.:::!

l

ffC~-H.

KAJPIA

EDUCATIONAL

C~TER

TEST PREPARATION

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

MCAT Classes
Start Feb.18

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800·223·1782
Centers In Major US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland

5-7 Mon.·- Fri.

Mon.& Wed. FREE BEER*
8:30pm-10pm
Tues.&Thurs. LADIES NIGHTS*
8:30pm-l0pm
(All Ladies Well Drinks FREE)
* $1.00 Cover
Lunches Served Mon. -Fri.

Boogie To:

Speakeasy
Uncle Nasty's
Ubcler· New Management

Entertainment 6 Nites 4418 Central S·E-

-~-

From Player to Play-by-Play

.A!:izon~, ASU;

ui'uo s

~

2
~
~

orts Writer
P
When Arizona jumps into the
"Pit" tonight at 7:35 , you can bet·
they will .not show any respect for
the Lobo's 7-0 Western Athletic
Conference record or their national
ranking.
And you can bet Arizona State
will not be too polite when they
show up Saturday night.

sai~~b~.;~.~~h h~~:~y ~~:~:,er~~~ PAC-10.
~~:~~e In~::~
;:e~~:e ~~Jo::at~!
WAC play UNM leads

that's what they said about the
Titanic before it ran into an
iceberg"
Arizona's iceberg may come in
the form of 6-8, 225-pound center
Phil Taylor.
Wildcat coach Fred Snowden

Tafoya; Man Behind the Mike I

the series ASU 17-14 and trails the
Wildcats 17-14.
ASU's coach Ned Wulk has been
saying all season long that the only
way to keep UNM from running
away with the WAC title is for the

The University of New Mexico chapter of
Gamma Theta Upsilon, International Honorary
Geography Society is accepting applications
for full and associate memberships.
For information call Mike White 277-3622

·

By DORIS MARTI~EZ
Sandia lost.
LOBO Sports Wnter
"!had a date before the game,"
"It's Michael Cooper with the
Tafoya said, "But not after. She
steal and he finds Howard open at
was too embarrassed to go out with
the other end of the court and he
me.
slams it home for two more."
Tafoya went to the University of
The colorful words of Lobo , .
Albuquerque on a baseball
basketball play-by-play announcer ' ·
··. scholarship then transferred to
Henry Tafoya are heard over the
UNM when U of A decided to drop
television either live when the
athletics.
Lobos are on the road, or delayed,
While attending UNM, Tafoya
when UNM plays at home.
f was hired as a staff member at the
Tafoya said he is definitely a
'!Albuquerque Boy's Club.
sports person. When he was in
·"Working with the Boy's Club,"
elementary school, he lied about his
Tafoya said, "I saw a person that
age to play little league.
lacked direction (himself)."
"I was only seven and you had to
Tafoya said he attributes much
of his development o the club and
be eight to play," Tafoya said.
Tafoya said it was at St. Therese
said it was the catalyst behind his
•
elementary in the valley where he
career.
discovered and developed his inTafoya said he had no
terests in .sports. Tafoya's ability to
aspirations to become a journalist
play well 'made it easier for him to
while attending UNM.
be accepted when he left the valley
"My background in journalism
to attend school in the heights, the
was reading the sports page,"
1972 UNM graduate said.
Tafoya said.
"Being from the wrong side of
Still at UNM and working with
the tracks could have been a very
the Boy's Club, Tafoya began
LOBO photos by Doris Martinez
officiating high school basketball
big obstacle," he said.
At McKinley Junior High,
Henry Tafoya
games. It was then, he said, that he
Tafoya played varsity basketball
felt high school basketball wasn't
when he was in the eighth grade. In 'Tafoya,' I was very surprised. My receiving the exposure it deserved.
high school at Sandia, he played nervousness made me perform."
Tafoya said, "I talked with some
guard on the basketball team, third
Sandia went on to win, It was the people at a radio station and asked
base on the baseball team and first homecoming game the them if they'd be interested in
quarterback on the football team.
Matadors had won in more than 10 letting me do play-by-pia)', and
they said yes."
Tafoya said, "I was a 116-pound years.
quarterback and the first time 1 got
Tafoya's football career ended
·It was during a game he was
to play, it came as a surprise to on a flatter note than the one It broadcasting that the director of
me."
began on. It was his last football KOAT-TV heard him on the air. A
"The first and second string game and Sandia was tied with few days later, he received a call
quarterbacks were hurt," Tafoya Santa Fe 14-14. Tafoya fumbled on from the TV station. Tafoya said
continued. "When the coach said the Demon one-yard line and they offered him the weekend
sports but he turned it down.
·. ·--···~·.:$:.r.··--·~
'·. ~ ~-' .'
"I was working on a big project
for the Boy's Club at the time and I
wasn't going to desert' them for my
own needs," Tafoya said.
Six months later, the director of
KOAT-TV called him back and
offered him the sports position on
the five o'clock news, Tafoya ·

One last Time

smd Taylor . has p~tent1al to be 0 ~~ Lobos to lose.at home.

of the best b1g men m .th~ country.
Taylor's 18.3 pomts and 8.8
rebounds per game average have led
Arizona to a 3-4 WAC record and
12-7 ?verall.
Anzona has been pow~rful o.n.
the boards. They are beatmg the1r
oppo~ent~ by a 9.2 avera~e.
Th1s will be the last t1me UNM
will collide with Arizona and

~hn,chea the fir.st

. .
.
Saturday mght Wulk will g1ve h1s
Sundevils a chance to do just that. ·
Jimmy Allen, who led the Lobos
with 16 points and 11 rebounds in
last week's win over Colorado
State, said , "This is the second
round and all the teams are going to
be coming at usstrong."
Ellenberger ~~~id, "Sure we
'

half of the WAC,
but there are still seven games to go
and they all count the same whether
they're at home or on the raod."
The Lobos might want to be
careful in fouling the 'Devils as last
week, in their 69-64 win over
Arizona they hit 19 -of-19 from the
charity stripe.
· The Lobos whipped both

Arizona and ASU on the road
earlier this year and Ellenberger
said, "Ned Wulk and Fred
Snowden aren't used to being
beaten at home .. .I'm · sure they
expect to return the favor."
The Lobos lately are not used to
losing. They are on a 10-game
winning rampage, including six on
the road
·

.
·
The University of New Mexico
South Golf Course will be the new
site for the 1978 Professional
Golfers Association tour school,
head pro Dick McGuire announced.
"The course was chose~ for i_ts
reputation and champ10nsh1p
quality," McGuire said.
McGuire was approached by
Labron Harris Jr., PGA Director in
charge of Tour Administration,
and asked if the course would host
the event June7-10.

·
·
The school has always been held
at Pinehurst Country Club in National Collegiate Athletic
Association champion.
Pinehurst, N.C.
"He failed to make it last year,
"We have on·e the largest
but he holds the course record of
collegiate tournainents here annually in the William H. Tucket 283 for 72 holes. I expect he'll have
no problem," McGuire said.
_ Invitational. I'm sure that helped,"
The event will be another one of
McGuire said.
the many top line tourneysthat have
McGuire thought another factor been held at the South.
was the United States Open is to be
Besides the Tucker the list inplayed in Denver, Colo. at Cherry cludes:
Hills Country Club.
--the 1976 NCAA chamThe field of !50 golfers will
pionships, where Simpson set his
include Scott Simpson twice record.
,
--the 1967 and 1973 Western
Athletic
Conference
championships, which will be held there
again in 1979.
--the NCAA Division II
championships in 1969.
"This group could be the finest
field of golfers to play in
Albuquerque at one time,"
McGuire said. "We're very excited
about it."
"With the past tournaments and
this one coming up our course will
be one of the premiere courses in
the Southwest," McGuire said.
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I Would Like To Do Something For

Hoop
TiCket
Dates

Our representative will be on campus February 16 and 17.
aA'IK

0~

Then when Dan Ryan of KOBTV resigned, Tafoyya took the job.
"That was in May of 1977,"
Tafoya said, "and since then I've
been on top of the world, it's like a
dream come true."
Tafoya said he Is the same person
on and off the set, he said·, "If I
give the impression that there are
two different people, then I'm not

,!

days with (he champ at his private 8
training camp In Pennsylvania.
tl
Tafoya said, "Give me the test .~
and I'll try to perform. Sometimes 1 ~
fall flat on my face but I try."
0
In closing , Tafoya said, "You
know, being bol'll and reared licrc -;_,
makes. my job a lot more enjoyable g.
because I like and grow with the 2
people of New Mexico.
Q
"Well Ron, what did you think _o,c;
about tonight's game ... ?
::0
o;l

:5

GOOD 1;\;TE:'\TIO:'\S
DO;\;T GO 1:--/\H
\\'ITI lOUT CiOOO

PEOPLE
Sign Up Now For Interview
Seniors/Grads
Mesa Vista Hall 2nd Floor
Reps On Campus- Mon.-Wed., Feb. 13-15

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT ...
a challenging new career for college graduates.

itSD

An intensive 12 week course offered
by the
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
in cooperation with the National
Center for Paralegal Training
• Specialties offered in the following fields:
Litigation
Corporations & Real Estate
Estates, Trusts & Wills
Generalist (Evenings only)
• ABA Provisional Approval
• Clinical Internship
• Employment Assistance
For a free brochure please send the following to:
u'NIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO Room 318, Serra Hall
Lawyer's Assistant Program
San Diego, CA 92110
NMl
(714) 291·6480 Ext. 4325

.'

Name

Address'----~-----,--------

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State! _____ Zip ____
Summer 1978 · Day
June 12 · Aug. 25
Fall 1978 · Day
Sept. 25 · Dec. 15

0
0

Phone _ _
Spring 1979 - Day
Feb. 12 · May 4

D
Fall 1978 · Evening 0 Spring 1979 · Evening 0
Sept. 19 · March 10
March 20 · Sept. 1

I M Ski Race Slated

Tickets for the March 2 and
March 4 games with Colorado State
and Wyoming can be picked up on
Monday, Feb. 20.
Any student reserved tickets not
picked up by 5 p.m. the day before
the game will go on sale to the
general public at 8 a.m. the day of
the game.
Students are now reminded that
they can only bring in a limit a five
athletic IDs per person.

I'
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Final preparations are being made for the annual Intramural Ski Meet
which is scheduled for Friday, Feb. 10 at 12:20 p.m. at Sandia Ski Area.
All participants are required to attend a meeting at 4 p.m. in Room 124
of Johnson Gym to be assured of a discount in lift tickets for the event.
Races will include a slalom race and an obstacle race. For further details
contact Terry Linton in the IM office or call 277-5151. The Intramural
office is in room 230 of Johnson Gym.

f

NM

f'IRt..J

N M Public Interest
Research Group

(NMPIRG)
Avail ..,bility Of Refund
The NMPIRG is funded by $2.00 out of each
semester's activity fee.
• Amount of refund- •2°0
• Refund Period- Feb. 13·Feb. 24
• Location of refund- SUB Box Office
• How to obtain refund- Show Student ID

'j

Albuquerque
Coin Club
Annual

Advantages of paying s2oo to NMPIRG

COIN SHOW

doing my job."
Tafoya siad there is always room
for improvement. ''If there's just
one little thing 1 can do better, I'll
strive until 1 get it right." Competition is the key element to
stuying on top of things, and it keep
Tafoya on the ball.
Tafoya said his most interesting
experience was meeting the heavy
weight boxing champ of the world,
Muhammed Ali and spending four
'

"(,was a 116-pound quarterback and the first time I got to
play, it came as a surprise to me."

1. Membership in a nation"wide organization working with
your interest in mind
2. Free adv1ce on consumer, social and environmental
proo1ems
3. Free literature pertaining to NMPIRG projects
Renters Guide, Grocery Survey, Birth Control, Energy Cons.
Handbook, And Many Many More

..~
,,

No Admission Charge

Disadvantages of collecting refund

Sat. Feb 11, 9am-7pm
Sun. Feb 12, 9am-5pm

BANKoFAMERICA8l
AN EQUAL OPI'ORTUNITV EMPLOYER

··_,·

ac~epted.

13.

involvement that comes from workThe Community. But What Can The
ing with people. It means that
Bank ofAmerica Do For Me?
satisfaction which only comes from
We have a comprehensive training
knowing that your education is
program which we think is the finest
being used ... to your own best
in the country. We can offer opporinterests as well as those of the
tunities in communities of all sizes
community. By making your career
and compositions. Our employees
with us at the Bank of America,
receive competitive life insurance
you can become the O>mmunity
and medical benefits, excellent
Banker.
educational opportunities, and
O>mmunity Banking is our way
many other advantages that come
of doing business. It is tangible
with working for the world's leadproof of our belief that a good bank
ingbank.
should help build a better community by providing services
How Can I Find Out More?
necessary to the social and
Bank
(Rl, discusses progress of
Mal<e an appointment to talk to your
economic growth of that comAgustin Garcia's new
station, financed with a small Bank of America campus recruiter.
munity. Through our branches we business loan from Bank of America.
Or contact: Gisele O'Shea
have provided money for funding special arts projects,
Management.Recruitment Dept. #3616, Bank of America,
financing new businesses and helping families to move into P.O. Box 37000, San Francisco, CA 94137;
their own homes.
Or Jim Cunningham, Management Recruitment Dept.
O>mmunity Banking is proof that banks aren't just good
#4616, Bank of America, P.O. Box 3609, Terminal Annex,
for business; they're essential to the health of the community. Los Angeles, CA 90051.

{--<-•
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Student reserved tickets for the
Feb. 14 UNM-Hawaii game and for
the Feb. 18 UNM-Texas-EI Paso
game can be picked up at the UNM
athletic ticket office Monday, Feb.

It means the feeling of personal

--

Albuquerque Convention
Center

I

AMERI(..O, O;t&!JA IHMI3£R HiiC

,: II
I

~

1. Ineligibility to vote or r.un for NMPIRG board of directors
2. Non support of NMPIRG's consumer, social and environmental projects
This advertisement is in no way meant to discourage the
exercise of your right to a refund, but simply to inform you of
its availability. If you have any questions or comments,
please cal/ NMPIRG at 277-2757 or visit the office at 139 Harvard S£.

mONUTS 2 for 30¢
Now between 7:00-8:00 p.m.
All regular 20¢ Donuts are
2 for 30¢ at the Tio• Vivo
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CI.ASSICAJ. GUITAR LESSONS; Segovia melhod,
llcgiJmcr~ welcome. 266-9291.
2/28
QA TYPING SERVICB, A complei'e typing and
cdltprial "YStem. Technical, general, legal, medical,
sclwlns1h:. Churl~& tables. 345-212:;.
4/29
REASONABLE TYPING SERVICE. Call268-4917,
2/9
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM sclcclric) and
now 3-minule Passport Photos. No appointment.
261!·8515.
tfn

CIGssifieds
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PERRY'S PIZZA (ACROSS from lne UNM). We
Deliver. Call843·9750.
2110

.-l

1.

PERSONALS

2.

0

.~

~ ACCURA'i;r: INFORMATION. ABOUT

;g

COil·

g

ttm:l'pllon. ~tcrilimtion, nbortion. Righ1 1o Chaos~,
294-0171.
UJS
THE AMERICAN DOLLAR has d~preciated
con~iderably ngninst the German Mark, This will
cause Birkens10cks 10 increase in price$3/pr. starting
Feb, 13, Birkcn.'itoeks now 200"/o off old price until
Feb, II ut Wild Rose, 2916 Central SE, 266-9946.
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DR. HARNICK IS INTERESTED in locating
children from 9~36 momhs of age to participate In u
stl1dy on pl_ny. If you are hncrestcd, please call 217·
4209.
2/10
C'ONTACTS'I'I POLISHING& SOLUTIONS, Casey
tfn
Optlcnl Compnny, 255-B736.
FIRST LESSON FREE, Flat-picking or dassicnl.
r:sp~rienced teacher, Private lessom;, Ciill Marc at L
&M Music Studio: 247-8158,
2/10
KNOW SOMETHING THAT might make a good
news story? Cull lhc LOBO news lip hotlin~. 277511S6.
2/10
ALBJJQUJ3RQUE JOURNAL ONLY JOe, American
dgarcl\e.s 48c, every morrling at Pipe & Tobacco
Road. 1.1 blo~:k rrom UNM. 107 Corn~ll SE, M-F9·6
andSnt. 10·5.
2117
CARPOOL A VAJ !.ABLE FROM Santa Fe Ia UNM
for 9:30 cla.c;" Tues., Thurs. 1·988·2642,
2/14
COCKTAIL STYLE RAINBOW color cigarettes
avnililblc at Pipe & Tobacco RotHl, 10711 Cornell SE.
2114
NICK, SO NOW YOU want me to give you a call for
a dnte··don't hold your breath. Mary,
219
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES FORMING; Shari
intcn..,ivc ~:ourscs in shooting hlack-and-white. color,
l.cnrn a permanent, valuable skill. Small groups
dc<;igncd to suit your pre~ent knowledge: absolute
hcginuers or intcrmcdiutes. Special sessions in our.
door portraiture, nature & scenics, sports action.
Intensive darkroom tn~tructio11 If requested,
Ren~onablc udtion. Groups fill up quickly ~o call
soon for information. A-Pitotographer, 1717 Girard
NF.. 265·2444.
2(10
PITCHERS FOR MEN'S fosl-flil~lt soft bull needed,
lfintercstcd call298-M76.
2/13
GONNA BOOGIE TONJTE'I Ned's nus The PlaneiS
l'or dandng unlil2 am.
219
THE: HEART & THE BANDS C.:rcotivc Arts
Wnrhhop is offering a St. Valcnline.s Prinl
Wor~c;hop, Saturduy February II from 1:30·4:30 pm,
h:c<, $5 fur chtld and $10 for adult. Family sly!~
wor~ .. hop, :ulult't and L'hildren work tngclhcr learning
prim tech11i4UC<, fur St. Vuh:nline·~ Day cards. We
welcome <,tut.lcnt'l l'rum 6-96. To rcgiMcr call Rob
Ftig~<m. 255·JM4, J09 Harvard SE.
2/10
"CHANGED"- THE SPIRITUAL realities ir life
controlled by people. A documentary running noon
SUB 250C, M-W-F February IJ,Ij,J7. The Way
International.

2117

JOHN JOSEPH CALL LESLIE 299-4773.
2flJ
THE HOPE Of GLORY! Free admission rock
conccrl. Saturday nile, February 11 t11. 7:00 at The
Chrhlian Center, 12121 Copper NE near Juan Tabo.
2110
IT'S YOUR MAGAZINE! Contribute art,
;-l!v~·:;m1pi1y, prll'>C, puc1ry, etc. to l1NM's creative
\HHk.., lliOI~tltinc-Conccptiono;..Southwc~t. Room lOS
~larn1n Hall ur UNM Box 20. Deudline febr~1ary 28.

LOST & fOUND

LOST CAT, LARGE grey-brown-black .long hair~d
nuffy tailed, short legged mt:tle, 110 collnr, named!
Rllcy. Gone since Jar1. 25 from area A.~h and Silver,
Please catl247·2{,97 if found,
2/10
FOUND: GERMAN SHEPARD, tan & black, chairi
collar, no tags. Appears to be about 1 yr. old, Found
ncar Carlisle & Central. 299-7946,
2/15
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR. Identify and
claim. Call n"fler 6 pm, 821-9527.
2/15
L?ST: FED. 4. WHITE male cal. Oree11 eyes, blue
rhuleMonecollar. No tags. 255-7435.
2114
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps, Ortega 233.
,2.17-5907.
ss

4.

HOUSING

. CAMPUS SPECIAL. nicely rumished 1-bdrm, $110
Ulilitillf> puh..l. Cull Ui2;.J 751. Vullcy Rental~. $30 (ce, '
2/10
BI~E

TO CLI\SS .. Clean solid 1-bdrm, $145, bills
p:ud, Cull262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fcc,
2/10
~100 CAMPUS 1-BDRM. Large fenced yard, utilities
mcluded, C!!112ti2-1751, Vall~y Remals, $30 fee. 2/10
TWO FEMALES WANTED to share nice 3·bdrm
house. Non-~nJOklng. Around February 25th. 26HOJR3 al'ler 5 pm.
2/15
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN& Re~;reation rooms.
Smdy lounge.~. Pool, ~-Jnderground p<~rking. Social
2/9 .
programs, 303 Ash t;.~E, 243.2881.
SE 1-BPRM HOME, fenced yards, kids, pets
welcome, $100. Call 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30
~.

3.SERVICES
LSAT-MCA'f REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842·$200,
l[n
TYPING. 1st QUALITY, 883·7787.
2124
FAST TYPING 266·39S3,
2114
UNM BOOKSTORE RHURNS POLICY; La" day
for full rcl'und February II, I) Hooks must be in
original~:ondition, 2) You must have cash rcc~ipt! 3)
YCiu must present stud~nt ID.
2/10
VOLVO REPAIR, CALL Mike, 247·9083.
2/10
INCOME TAX PREPARATION rorms 1040·A $5,
I040$7.50.Lollie,26S·l149.
2110
EXPERIENCED TYPJ~T. 821-7905.
2!10
INCOME TAX PREPARATION. In house .~cnkc,
rca~onable rates. Tom 243-7387.
2/10
TYPING EXPERIENCED. ENGINEERING, in·
~uram'e, le_sal, medical, statistical. Cal1266·4770.
2/10
TYPING MA ENGLISH.

Campus delivery. 2968S~.
J/20
TYPING AND EDITING, SOc per page, 883·
3822.2113

,I

2/JQ

GOOD NE 4:RM DUPLEX. Kids, pets OK, $130.
• Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 r~e.
2/10
ROOMMATE WANTeD TO SHARE house
$110/month. Call Jocl277~3230 or 255-3608.
2114
ROOMMATE NEEDED. CALL 261>·9222, $80.00
l11011lhly.
2110

5.

FOR SALE

DELUXE MICROWAVE LAI<OE oven tm1chmaEic
probe, m~mory. No down payment, assume smnli
nmnthly payment<;. 268-4393.
2113
.SI EEPING BAO. EDDIE BAUER Karakorum
mummy,-20, F. Right for camper$, bat·kpackcrs. 277·
JOJ9: 243-1985.
2/9
FOR REPA.IR BILL, 1.ig-zag sewing machine make~
llult<mho!~o;. Clllbmiderf., darns. Blind ~!itches
withmll attachment.<;, $27.50 and take machine. 2ti6~11.
UJ3
1977 GUILD D-25 A<'OUSTIC w/case cherry nnish
$275.00 cmt $375.00 new, 292-3087 after 5:30. 2/13
FOR SALE! 1976 Hal 131, 5·-~pccd, exccllcm condition, !ow mileage. Sony Ar-.-t-FM <,lcrco ca.ssctte.
Call Barry. tl7i-7R81.
2/13

liEV'~ ?Rf~ENT!7

PeUGEOT IO·SPEED, STRAIGHT handle bars,
down·lllbe frame, excellent condition, $60. Larry,
SHJ-7262 after I :00,
2113
NO flOWN PAYMENT Sansui receiver, 100 wan.~ •
cn~~cne or 8 tru~:k player, Fronolic 6·Way 1.pcuker,
magncti~: lurntable1 as~umc ~111all monthly payments.
2116·JR71
2/Jl
SI~ARS KENMORE SEWING machine for sale, 243408R,
Ull
TWO PAIRS OF K-2 ski boot.~, ~ize 9 1,1 $35, si?.c 4,
$25. Like new. 345-0959,
2110
10 YEAR .GUARANTEE unclitimed layuwHy, l.:'olor
telcvjsion, Brand new guarantee, do down payment,
snmll mantltly rmymcms until balance is puid off.
2fi6·lR72.
2113
1978 KIRBY CLASSIC Ill, commercial model_ with
'lhag mke om! ~Hilchml.'nts. lifctimC" fnc1ory wnrmm)',
take over .~mall. payment.~. 266-.SR?I,
2/13
ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPE;CJALS good thru
February. Delta Mark JOB $39.95; Megaspark 400
$42.95; Tiger SST $34.95. 268-5490. Elcdronic
lgnitioil Sales.
2117
DF.LUX I! Kl NGSIZE WATER BED, excellent
condiJion, $75.00 Best offer, 242-2003 al'tcr five. 2/9
SONY TRJNJTJ(ON, AUTOMATIC one button iJJle
luning. big screen, ructorywarranty, 268-4393, 2114
PI-ONEER COMPLETE STEREO. Big King Kong
wcukcrs. flHlgnclic turntable & hightrade t.'artrklgc
ca~~CIIC recorder, Assume small moll! hly paymentS.
2t>R-4394,
2/14
TAPPAN DELUXE MICROWAVE- t0uch-matic
browning clement, large oven adjustable shelves,
auwmatic del'rost, memory take up, Small monthly
payments. 266-5871.
2/14
COMMeRCIAL KIRBY CLASSIC Must <ell big
motor auachmerus floor waxer & po,lisher, t~kc,over
payments till balun<.·e paid off. 268-4394,
Ul4
SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zig zag. Pny $16.00
nnd take m<Jchine. 266-51-!72.
2114
1960 PONTIAC CATALINA. Body and engine
good. $750.00, negOtiable, 243~73871cave mcs~uge.
2/9
.

*

ALL WLY
% LIVE fv1U5lC.

Vt\LENflNE rRr:lES

4200 Centr~l S.E.

.:~D:.Fiu Season Nears End in NM

ATTENTION GRADUATE MEDICAL Law
~tude/lis, Ttlton. wanted, flroficiency required in
m<Hh, verbal, basil.! s.:icncc skill.~. Excelle-nt pay. Call

219

294-04 16.

-z( ;o/_1_rf _____________'""":"""'" _________________,__--....

I

people, Work as liu.Jc ;JS 3 hrs. per week, or more.
Cull 299-0401 f'or morcinrormation.
212

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, CJMARRONCITA
Boy..,• Cnmp Htking interview.~ for CO!..lnSC](lr!i wilb
c~nl•ril;nw i•l Camp Crafts of Art,~ and Craf'!s. For
infurm<U!ml• ~·all Bill 266-4137 Friday 10:00 am 10

6:00 Pill•

2/9

PART-TIME JOB: SAl FS, fl!O')(iblc hourr, 1 ~;ood poy,
Pns~1Pie l'uiHimc .mmrncr, CaiJJ">hil Franc<'-Yk, CLU.
RRJ.5360,
2/17
MEN!-WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! American
Foreign. No cx.perlt!ncc required. Excellent pay:
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career, Send $3.00
fm inl'ormution to SEAFAX, Dept. G-10, Box 2049,
Pon Angclc'l, Washington 98362,
2110

8.

..

'

'

MISCELLANEOUS

CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trips $89.95 huys
you I) dark walnut stai11cd frame, 2) safety liner, J)
roam et)mfort p;r~, 4) any size mallress with 3-ycnr
guarantee; $89.95.3407 Centi-al NE. 255-2289-. 2/23
DANCg;; FEBRUARY 19,1978, 3pm-7pm
Americnn Legion Hall, 1201 Mountain Rd. NE,
Music by Spinning Wheel, $ti a couple $3 single
tkkcls av·1ilablc at all T'1c k etmaster 1ocauons.
· '
21 10

oi?rv

If students on campus are lucky and keep
their fingers and toes crossed, the flu season,
consisting of three major vicious bugs, may
just pass us by.
·
Dr. Joseph Beres, director of the Student
Center, said, "It's near the tail-end c:if~he flu
season in New Mexico with the early spring.
The season usually lasts from November
through February."
Another doctor at the health center, Dr.

Another doctor at the health center, Dr.
Because of the recent Russian flu outbreak
Larry Clevenger said, "We have yet to see in Colorado, however, Beres said a few cases
the major flus. We have seen the usual nm of would probably show up in New Mexico,
the mill cases of colds."
"but we're not expecting a mass epidemic."
The three most common flu strains this
year A-Victoria and A-Russian. Cases of
Clevenger said prevention of the illness
Texas and the Victoria strains have been depends on prior exposure to flu germs. He
repor!;ed around the state but Beres said he said A-Russian flu would affect more people
didn't know of any cases of Russian flu af- 25 years and under because they haven't had
fecting New Mexico residents.

New Mexico
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Presents
Foot Long
Hot Dogs

,,
.FOR I.IBRARY LOANS

--

1 · ~re

':.$>-_

A

VALID LIBRARY BADGE

.35c

M.!U;J BE PRESENTED
READERS.
~

·TO DAY'S CRDSSWDBD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 NFL team
5 Until now: 2
words
10 Tribal weapon
14 Regiment or
division
15 Inclined
1 6 Of the laity
1 7 Segregating
19 Sego Lily
State
20 Old West
squatter
21 Gifts
bestowed
23 Chinese
monetary
unit
25 ---- it on the
line
26 Perm1ts
30 Involuntary
visions
34 Ov1d love
poem
35 Alaska city
37 Pianist---Templeton
38 Animal's
stomach
39 Restitution
42 Dockworker's
union: Abbr.
43 Culture
medium
45 Charles'
canine
46 RUhf city
48 The older of
two
50 Low on

funds
52 Stroke on
the green
54 Numerical
prefix
55 In accord
59 Place !o
park cars
63 Bakery
equipment
Item
64 Dreamerupper
66 Heavy tress
67 English
town
68 Ships'
records
69 Lost fluid
70 Thread rope
71 Stam

UNITED Feature Syndic;~te
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:

18 Horseshoe's
term
DOWN
22 Spiral:
Prefix
1 Devastate
24 Gives out
2 ----of
temporarily
Cleves
26 Tibetan
3 Be unsucmonks
cessful
27 Sculptured
4 Stammer
likeness
5 Some tlfes 28 Actor
6 Food scrap
Jerome----7 Balk
29 Kinds
8 8it of histo- 31 Speak withry
9 Classifies
32 Combat
anew
33 Of part of
1 o The deep
Eur.
36 Beef and
11 Farm crop
bacon
12 Geological 40 More robust
epoch
41 Mariner
13 Dull pain

ment.'~

.

·• . .

Today is the final day students may change class grade options to credit on no credit.

,.,

...._

Okies

exposure to that flu and haven't built up the
antibodies.
Flu symptoms include high fever, aches
and pains and some respiratory effects, such
as coughing, said Clevenger.
If a person does fall prey to the little but
effective, flu germ, Clevenger said, "The
best thing to do is to make sure what is going
on and let the doctor prescribe the treat-

••••
.

Friday, February 10, 1978

Recorded Message
Phone ?~~568

~
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*.Sl'ECIT\L PRINK fJ\!CES t\U. Nne
TtlE KETUI?N of the fAMOUS.
NED~ VALENTiNE
LOVE POriON XXX
~fREE FI..OVvERS
for ~he Lt\Pl:ES

~P~A~RT:;;:;T~IM;:;E~J:'~~;lP;l~.O;Y;M;E;.N;.T;;fo:r:p:eo:p:le=•=·l:,o:l::.ikc

MOPEDS FROM $399, Vespa Scooter~: Ve~pa,
Peugeot, Hercules, Balavus Mopeds. Service & a~:ccs~ories. ,I ,J, Moped, 3222 Central SE, 26R·3949 2/9

ft"! ,..,
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Library Prohibits
Book Check-out
Undergraduate students in certain required courses in the College of
Nursing but not enrolled in that College were not allowed to use the Health
Sciences Library until this week .
Students enrolled in Introduction to Nursing 225, Pathology 240, and
Human Development 324 but not enrolled in the College of Nursing are
now permitted to use the library. Certain books required for these courses
are available only in the Health Sciences Library.
Dianna McDonald, assistant professor of nursing and instructor for the
courses, said, it was a "misunderstanding" and the students in these
classes may now check out the required books from the library.
Before, students were allowed to usc the library but not check out any
materials.
Ms.'McDonald said she sent a class list to the library of the students involved and they may now check out books,
Cecile Quintal, assistant director of the library, said all nursing students
have access to the library. She said there never was a problem but rather a
"misunderstanding on the part of one student."
'
Ms. Quintal said special cards ate issued to eligible students which must
be presented before materials may be checked out from the library. Other
undergraduate students, however, may not check matrials out of the
Health Sciences Library.

More Students Eligible

Financial Aid Broadens

44 Malured
47 Free skating
figures
49 Away from
inside
51 An adminlstra!Jon
53 Arizona
community
55 Val!lt for the
dead
56,EIIipsoldal
57 Hered1lary
uml
58 Demolish·
Var
60 Spinning
l1ke- --·
61 Discotheque
word
62 Prefix for
while
65 Stale VIP

By DAVID SHAW
LOBO Staff Writer
Two proposed changes in student
loan programs will make 99 per
cent of UNM's student body
eligible for financial aid next year,
said the Associate Director of the
Students Aid Office, John
Whiteside.
The changes adjust the ceilings
which now limit the dependent
student from a middle-income
family in participation with the

student loans program, said Finan.:ial Aid officials.
The program will raise its ceiling
to $40,000 and the Federal program
willhave a ceilipg of $25,000 on the
adjusted gross income of a
student's family under the
proposed rules, officials said.
A Financial Aids Office counselor said the money in the
National Direct Loan program has
not been increased and the demand
by students has grown. Last year ·

the money was committed totally
by the first of October, they said.
Whiteside said, "The National
Direct Student Loan money will be
committed by the first month of the
academic year again this time since
the money has not been increased.''
He said the New Mexico Student
Loan Program has had additional
money, but is less popular with
students because it has a higher interest rate + seven per cent.
Approximately 10,000 un-

New Mexico Judge Rules

1

Sex Adds to Education

7

•

j_

The court reversed the conviction
SANTA FE, N.M. (UPI) - An
associate judge of the New Mexico of Ernestine Favela, charged With
Court of Appeals has ruled a 23- contributing to the deliquency of a
year-old woman, by engaging in minor by engaging in sexual insexual intercourse with a IS-year- tercourse Feb. 12, 1977, at Clovis,
old boy, contributed to his worldly N.M.
Associate Judge B.C Hernandez
education- not to his deliquency.
Lewis R. Sutin, concurring in a dissented w1th Sutin and Judge
2-1 opinion, questioned whether Ramon Lopez, who ruled the act
the consensual act caused or en- ·was not a crime or violation of the
couraged deliquency of the youth, children's code regarding deliquenthree years shy of adulthood under cy.
" I consider that it is,
New Mexico law.
"As a matter of law, I say that it nonetheless, immoral and would
did not," the silver-haired, bearded tend to cause the minor to be
Sutin said. "To me, a legal act does delinquent," Hernandez said.
Sutin said the state did not
not tend to cause or encourage
charge the defendant with illicit
juvenile deliquency,
"A consensual act of sexual in- conduct for an act which, comtercourse engaged in by a young mitted by two adults, did not conman is nothing more than sex stitute a crime.
"The legislature abolished for·
education essential and necessary in
his growth toward maturity and nication as a crime," Sutin said.
"In doing so, it cast aside the ansubsequent domestic family life."

cient religious doctrine that forbids
such practices.
"It recognized, as a matter of'
public policy, that this conduct did
not violate the mores of the 20th
century, Today, sexual intercourse
is recognized as normal conduct in
the development of a human being.
As a result, this subject is taught to
children in the public schools.
"Once upon a time, the burden
of teaching this important subject
rested upon parents, but generally
it was forbidden as a subject for
discussion in family life, It was too
difficult for patents to explain.
"Children had to learn this subject matter along a different route
in walking down the pathway of
life. The fact that a normal young
man experi'ences one act of sexual
inlercourse does not tend to cause
or encourage a perversion of the
sexual instinct."

dergraduate students are currently
receiving aid from the government
programs at UNM, officials said.
Another thousand graduate
students receive aid, but the Financial Aids Office prefers to fund the
education of undergraduates. The
senior student who is nearing
graduation has the best chance of
all students to get an education
grant, said officials.
The primary programs administered by the Financial Aids
Office are the National Direct
Student Loans, the Supplemenyary
Education Oppourtunity Grants
(SEOG), and the campus WorkStudy program.
The office is the disbursing agent
for the Basic Education Opportunity Grant (BEOG) from the
Federal government.
A student may qualify for more
than one program of financial
assistance. The BEOG is awarded
to a student demonstrating need
even with a loan or a part-time job.
The student who is near graduation
is given special consideration in this
case, Student Aid officials siad.
The SEOG is administered by the
office and the office controls the
standards of entry. Unlike the
BEOG, the SEOG recipient has an
eligibility determination made
directly from the financial aids office.
One of the Financial Aids officers )lOW charged with assessing
eligibility, Nancy Erickson, said,
"My favorite for the SEOO is a
woman with a child or a man with a
child.''

All programs require a minimum
grade point average. A student
must have a 2.0 GPA and carry 12
hours.
Officials said this semester 2,000
letters were mailed to students
denying further money due to low
GPAs, or too few hours.
One other program is particularly a favorite of the counselors in Financial Aids. The
federal government provides 80 per
cent of , the money to pay the
students on the work1study
program.
Erickson said, ''Our office could
not exist without work-study
students; the library uses a lot of
work-study people."
The work,study program is
available to part time students who
may not qualify for other loan
programs. The part time student is
eligible in many cases for the
BEOG program, officials said. The
application, if approved, is run
through a needs analysis by the
federal agaency and acceptance is
fowarded to the University.
Enrollment is verified by Finan·
cia! Aids and the amount to be
received is computed by a constant
index. for all students in the case of
one-half or three-quarter time
students, officials said.
The Financial Aids Office has
counselors for 'students who wish to
apply for Bureau of Indian Affairs
loans or Tribal Grants to Native
American students. The programs
for Native Americans are under
seperate regulations, but the office
can assist a student in getting
money.

